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ABSTRACT
Ion-exchanged ring resonators are presented as inexpensive yet highly sensitive
integrated optic devices. Several historical applications for ring resonators are outlined
then compared with competing technologies.
The theory of ring resonator devices is described in detail. The optimum designs
for both single and double arm ring resonator configurations are discussed. Ring
resonator performance is shown to depend on both the waveguide propagation loss and
coupling efficiency. A theoretical model of the ion exchange process is presented and
used to detennine the processing parameters that minimize bend loss. The coupling
efficiency is then modeled for the theoretical waveguide profile. A fabrication recipe for
producing high performance ring resonators is developed and the performance of several
devices is analyzed.
The applications of ring resonator devices for accurate measurement of
waveguide birefringence and for rotation sensing are examined. A birefringence
measurement technique using ring resonators is presented and the sensitivity of this
method is compared to other approaches. The theoretical analysis of the rotational
sensitivity of ion-exchanged ring resonator gyroscopes is presented and is shown to have
an improvement of two orders of magnitude over previously reported ion-exchanged
gyroscopes.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
1.1

HISTORY OF RING RESONATOR DEVICES
Ring resonators are essentially Fabry-Perot cavities [1] with one or multiple input/

output ports. They have long been used as highly selective vi^avelength filters with initial
devices designed for use at microwave frequencies [2], Following the invention of the
laser, the high wavelength selectivity of a ring resonator cavity was quickly applied to
laser cavity design in the form of a ring laser [3] by placing an active gain medium inside
the ring cavity.
The potential for ring lasers to act as inertial sensors was immediately realized by
taking advantage of the Sagnac effect [4] for rotating ring pathways in the form of a ring
laser gyroscope (RLG) [3]. The RLG design provided many advantages over mechanical
gyroscopes due to the fact that they were less expensive, less bulky and had no moving
parts. The RLG however had several disadvantages that limited its performance,
especially at very low rotation rates [5], To overcome these limitations, other resonator
gyroscopes were developed using multiple loops of optical fiber [6] and passive ring
resonator cavities [7].
Ring resonators have many other sensor applications besides gyroscopes. Very
low propagation loss integrated optic waveguides are difficult to measure by
conventional means, which would require waveguides in excess of Im in length. The
fundamental relationship of ring resonator performance to the round trip loss in the ring
provides a simple method to test the performance of many such low loss waveguides [8-
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12]. Sensitivity of ring resonator performance to even slight changes in the optical path
length of the ring make them natural temperature sensing devices [10, 13]. By the same
principle, ring resonators have been used as chemical and biological sensors by adding a
sensitive overlayer to the ring that changes the effective index of the propagating mode
within the ring [14-16], Birefringence within the waveguide structure of the ring will
also induce a change in the effective index of the ring resonator for different polarization
states. As such, ring resonators have been employed as a highly accurate means of
measuring low levels of birefringence [17],
The wavelength selectivity properties of ring resonators have also been employed
in many different applications. Double ring resonators have been employed for their
wide free spectral range in optical frequency-division-multiplexing (OFDM) [18, 19].
Extensions to a cascade of N-coupled ring resonators have yielded effective optical
channel dropping filters for WDM systems [20-22]. Similarly, cross-connect switches in
WDM networks have employed multiple ring resonator arrays [23]. Ring resonator
based optical switches and channel dropping filters were then combined to create an adddrop filter array [24], These resonator applications have been examined using both
lateral and vertical coupling schemes [25] for the ring resonator devices.
hi summary, ring resonator devices have many valuable historical applications,
from ring laser based devices to inertial, temperature, chemical and biological sensors to
wavelength selective filter devices used in modem telecommunications systems. Their
adaptability to different fabrication techniques and materials ensure that this simple
design will continue to be used in years to come.

1.2

GEOMETRY AND FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS OF A RING
RESONATOR
A ring resonator in its simplest form is shown in Fig. 1.2.1. Light propagating in

the launch waveguide evanescently couples into a circular ring waveguide of radius R
and group index N. This coupled light propagates around the ring, then evanescently
couples back into the launch waveguide where it may destructively interfere with light

Fig. 1.2.1

Single-arm ring resonators are composed of a straight waveguide evanescently coupled to a
ring of radius R.

passing straight through the launch waveguide. Since there is a 7i/2 phase change both
into and out of the ring at the directional coupler, destructive interference will occur
provided the optical path length (OPL) around the ring is an integer number of
wavelengths, and is within the coherence length of the light source
OPL = 2nRN = mX.

(1.2.1)

On resonance, the output from the launch waveguide will go from maximum to
minimum due to this destructive interference. Since the resonance condition requires an
optical path length of an odd half-integer number of wavelengths around the ring, many
such resonances will exist for typical ring diameters. By tuning the wavelength (A) of the
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light source, multiple resonances may be observed with a wavelength separation known
as the free spectral range (FSR) given by:
FSR = ~^,
iTtRN

(1.2.2)

where the group index, N is given in terms of the waveguide effective index rieffhy.

'dt'
It is this dependence of the resonance position and free spectral range on the wavelength,
OPL and waveguide effective index that make ring resonators valuable as sensor devices.
Changing any of these parameters will result in a measurable shift in both the resonance
position and free spectral range of the ring resonator.
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Wavelen^h (nm)
Fig. 1.2.2.

Resonance diagram for a typical ring resonator showing multiple resonances as the
wavelength is tuned.

The resonance diagram for a typical ring resonator is shown in Fig. 1.2.2. The
spectral width of each resonance dip is a determining factor of the resonator performance
through a relation known as the finesse, which is defined to be the ratio of the free
spectral range (FSR) to the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of each resonance
Finesse = ——
FWHM

(1 -2.4)

Another important parameter known as the dip factor describes the ratio of on-resonance
J^jp I - f^^onance

I on _ resonance

^ j 2 5)

^ off _ resonance
to off-resonance output power of the ring resonator. Together, the finesse and dip factor
can be used to measure the total loss for a single round trip in the ring resonator [12]
Loss(dB/cm) =

(1.2.6)
Finesse *

* (1 + >»)

1 + Jl - Dip
"'here
According to Eq. 1.2.6, the total ring loss is the sum of all propagation, scattering,
absorption, coupling and bend losses within the ring. Since the y-parameter increases
with increasing dip factor, a larger finesse and dip factor corresponds to a smaller total
ring loss. Test structures may be easily incorporated into the mask design to estimate the
coupling losses for every device, however estimates of the bend loss and propagation loss
require comparison of performance between a ring and racetrack type resonator [8]
design which will be discussed further in chapter 3.

1.3

COMPARISON OF EXISTING RING RESONATOR FABRICATION
TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE
The numerous applications of ring resonators have resulted in extensive research

into various materials and fabrication techniques. While free space and fiber based ring
resonator cavities have been employed for many decades, the alignment sensitivity and
coupling issues associated with their fabrication limit their usefulness. The development
of integrated optic based technologies opened the door to mass production of devices
with simple or complex design layouts with a high degree of repeatability.
One of the first examples of an integrated optic ring resonator was fabricated in
poljTnethyl methacrylate films (PMMA) by Haavisto and Pajer [26]. PMMA was spun
onto polished quartz disks, and patterns were written using a focused He-Cd laser. A 9
cm diameter ring was written with 10 |im wide waveguides resulting in a multimode
structure. To test the device, HeNe laser (632.8 nm) light was focused and prism coupled
into the waveguide, then coupled back out with a different prism after propagation along
the waveguide. Prism coupling permitted the launch of individual modes for the
multimode waveguide so each mode's performance could be obtained. The best device
performance occurred for the E^ mode with a finesse of 16 and loss of 0.05 dB/cm.
While the propagation loss of the PMMA based ring was quite low, the
fabrication and testing technique was cumbersome and the multimode nature of the
waveguides limited their useful applications. Low loss glass waveguides formed by
thermal ion exchange had been reported [27-29] and were first applied to ring resonator
fabrication by Walker and Wilkinson [8]. To form ion-exchanged waveguides, a glass
substrate was coated with an oxidized metal mask into which waveguide openings were

written. This patterned substrate was then immersed into a molten salt bath of silver
nitrate (AgN03) during which time, silver ions from salt melt would thermally diffuse
into the glass, exchanging with sodium ions that would then diffuse into the salt melt.
Wherever this exchange took place, a localized increase in the index of refraction would
occur resulting in a surface waveguide. Both ring and racetrack style resonators were
fabricated with a 1 mm diameter bend. The resonators were fabricated with a very
narrow waveguide opening of 2-2.5 jiim, resulting in waveguides that supported at most
two modes at 632.8 nm. A finesse of 29.5 was observed with corresponding loss of 2.3
dB/cm neglecting bending losses.
Later work using ion-exchanged waveguides by Honda et al. [30] with a 4 cm
ring diameter and as many as seven transverse modes, resulted in a finesse of 4 at 632.8
nm corresponding to propagation losses of 0.4 dB/cm.

Additional work was done by

Connors and Mahapatra [9] who also used a 1 mm diameter bend racetrack tj^je resonator
but with single mode waveguides. A maximum finesse of 55 was achieved for this
configuration, corresponding to propagation losses of 1.12 dB/cm. To further increase
device performance, Wang et al. [31] utilized a double ion exchange process where an
initial ion exchange is performed with potassium nitrate (KNO3) before the silver ion
exchange step. Using a complex ring structure with diameter of 3-4 cm, a finesse of 5
was observed at a wavelength of 1.523 |am, corresponding to a propagation loss of 0.17
dB/cm.
Ion-exchanged waveguides had improved the feasibility of integrated optic ring
resonator devices by simplifying the fabrication and testing procedures but losses were
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still intolerably high for many applications. To reduce these losses while retaining the
advantages of repeatable fabrication and simple testing procedures, silica-on-silicon
based waveguides were explored. Bismuth et al. [11] used the chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) technique reported by Valette et al. [32] to produce a Si/Si02/doped Si02/Si02
stack that was subsequently patterned using reactive ion etching (RIE). With 4.5 |i,m
wide single mode waveguides and 3 cm diameter ring, a finesse of 48 was achieved at a
wavelength of 850 nm, corresponding to a propagation loss of 0.028 dB/cm.
Inoue et al. [33] used the flame hydrolysis deposition (FHD) technique reported
by Takato et al. [34] to produce a 1 cm diameter silica-on-silicon ring resonator. With
single mode performance at 1.55 )im, a finesse of 66 was achieved for a propagation loss
of 0.04 dB/cm. Adar et al. [12] improved the performance of CVD based silica-onsilicon ring resonators, producing rings of 1 cm, 2 cm, 4 cm, and 6 cm diameter with
finesse values of 4.7, 68.3, 108, and 132 respectively at 1.55 |J,m. The corresponding ring
losses for each ring diameter were 1.73 dB/cm, 0.0472 dB/cm, 0.0122 dB/cm and 0.0085
dB/cm.
While silica-on-silicon based ring resonators have achieved ultra low losses with
exceptional device performance, the fabrication procedure for making these devices is
quite involved and much more costly than other materials. Improvements in the
propagation loss of polymers led Hida et al. [13] to explore the use of deuterated
methacrylate and deuterated fluoromethacrylate for optical communication systems.
Polymer was spin coated on a Si substrate and patterned using photolithography and dry
etching to produce a 3.18 cm diameter ring with core dimensions of 6.4 |am by 7.0 |im.

A finesse of 14.8 was observed corresponding to a propagation loss of 0.10 dB/cm. This
performance is sufficient for many applications where specific advantages of polymer
waveguides may be utilized, however most polymers are less resistant to extreme
operating conditions than their glass counterparts.
Lithium niobate (LiNbOs) has also been suggested as a potential material for ring
resonators since it offers the possibility of electro-optic tuning of the resonance
properties. Mahapatra and Robinson [35] demonstrated a racetrack type resonator
formed by proton exchange in lithium niobate. Using Z-cut LiNbOs, proton exchange in
benzoic acid was performed to produce a resonator with 1.5 mm bend radius. At least
two modes were present at the test wavelength of 790 nm, but a finesse of 6 was
measured for the lowest order mode. Assuming the resonator was over-coupled, the
corresponding propagation loss for this device was 0.816 dB/cm. With further
optimization of device fabrication parameters, LiNbOa based ring resonators could be
useful for applications requiring precise tuning of the resonance properties. However, the
material costs limit the potential applications of these resonators.
Ring and racetrack resonators have been demonstrated using many fabrication
techniques. For very low loss passive resonator applications, silica-on-silicon appears to
be the method that provides the best performance. For low cost performance under
extreme conditions, ion-exchanged waveguides are superior. Finally for certain specific
applications, polymer and lithium niobate based resonators may be employed for their
various properties.

1.4

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Original contributions to the field of optics are outlined in chapters 2-5 as follows:
Chapter 2; Theory of the ion-exchanged ring resonator
•

Theoretical comparison of single and double arm ring resonator
design parameters.

•

Experimental determination of the fundamental characteristics of
Schott IOG-10 glass.

•

Development of theoretical modeling code used to simulate bend
losses in ion exchanged waveguides.

•

Complete theoretical modeling analysis of the ion exchange and
burial process parameters required to optimize device performance.

Chapter 3: Fabrication and testing of a single arm ring resonator
•

Development of fabrication recipe required for producing low loss,
high finesse ring resonators.

Chapter 4: Waveguide birefringence measurement using a ring resonator
•

Development of basic theory behind the ring resonator based
birefringence measurement technique.

•

Experimental demonstration of the ring resonator based
birefringence measurement technique.

Chapter 5: The ring resonator gjToscope rotation sensor

Fabrication of a ring resonator gyroscope with two orders of
magnitude greater theoretical sensitivity than previously reported
devices.
Summary of the limits of ion-exchanged waveguide technologies
for ring resonator gyroscope applications.
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2. THEORY OF THE ION-EXCHANGED RING RESONATOR
2.1

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF RING RESONATOR PERFORMANCE
In Chapter 1.2 it was shown that the performance of a ring resonator is dependent

upon many different device parameters. To determine the optimal device parameters, it
is necessary to analyze the theoretical performance of single and double arm resonators
(DARs) as a function of these parameters. Several different authors [8, 9, 12, 26, 36-42]
have reported certain aspects of the ring resonator performance for various resonator
designs. Of these reports, Ja performed the most comprehensive analysis, relating the
output signal [40] and finesse [41] of a generic N-arm ring resonator to the coupling and
loss parameters. Similarly, Adar et al. [12] provided the simplest relations for
determining the propagation loss from the measured finesse and dip factor of a single arm
resonator (SAR). Finally, Okamoto [42] used the simplest terminology for determining
all aspects of SAR performance. It is Okamoto's terminology that will be used to analyze
the SAR and DAR performance under various conditions.

2.1.1 The Single Arm Resonator (SAR)
Consider a typical SAR of radius R and circumference L=2nR as shown in Fig.
2.1.1. Light with amplitude Ao is launched into the coupling waveguide and propagates
past the directional coupler. Some portion of the light is coupled into the ring with
amplitude B. The coupled light propagates around the ring and returns to the coupler
with amplitude Bq. After coupling back into the coupling waveguide and interfering with
the uncoupled light in the coupling waveguide, the output will have amplitude

Fig. 2.1.1 Typical SAR with Ao input amplitude, A output amplitude, B amplitude of light coupled
into the ring resonator, and Bq amplitude remaining after propagation around the ring.

Defining k, I, and y as the mode-coupling coefficient of the directional coupler, the
coupling length, and the intensity-insertion-loss coefficient respectively. Assuming the
coupling and ring waveguides have the same propagation constant [5, the steady-state
input-output relations of the resonator are given by:
A={l-

cos{id)- jBg sin(Kf)],

(2.1.1)

B={l-

j A ^ sin(/tf)-l- 5(1 cos(ffl?)].

(2.1.2)

Further denoting the intensity attenuation coefficient of the ring waveguide as p, the
amplitude at Bq may be expressed as:

(2.1.3)
The amplitude transmittance of the ring resonator can then be obtained to give:
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cos(Kf)-(l-7)"^ exp -~L-jPL
V ^^

1/2

An

(2.1.4)

1 - (1 - 7)"^ cos(/rf)expf - y Z - jpL

To further simplify the notation, the parameters x, y, and ^are defined as:

X = (1 -

exp

a 1.5)
V

2

y

y •= cos(«?),

(2.1.6)

(P^PL.

(2.1.7)

The transmitted irradiance fi:om the ring resonator is then:

T{<P)-

= (1 - r) 1

(l-x^)^ +Axy%\r\^{(j)l2)_

(2.1.8)

For the case of a directional coupler with no excess loss (7= 0) and coupling efficiency
K, these equations become:

X

f r, \
= expi - — L
' 2 y

(2.1.9)

= {i-Kr,

(2.1.10)

y

0 = PL,

(2.1.11)

2

T{(t>) =

A
A

(2.1.12)

{ \ - x y f + A x y ^ m ^ { < p1 2 ) _

Note that K is the total fractional irradiance coupled between waveguides of the
directional coupler, whereas /fis the fractional amplitude coupling as a function of length
due to mode field overlap between waveguides of the directional coupler.
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Fig. 2.1.2 Output transmittance for a SAR with radius R = I4mm, njff = 1.52 at A, = 1550 nm for
coupling efficiency K = 0.05 and propagation loss ajB = O.ldB/cm.

Fig. 2.1.2 shows the transmittance function for the typical case of a ring resonator
of radius R = 14mm, effective index NE(F= 1.52, coupling efficiency AT = 0.05, and
propagation loss

= 0.1 dB/cm at a wavelength of X = 1550 nm. The propagation loss

of the waveguide is related to the intensity attenuation coefficient by:
/7 = -^ln(lO) = -^.
10 ' ' 4.343

r2.1.13)

The propagation constant of the waveguide is related to the effective index by;

P = ^ e f f K0

Itoi,,
=•

The maximum and minimum transmittances occur when
respectively and are given by:

(2.1.14)

^

(2m+l)7i and

2m7i
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rr
h
+
i^ + yf
T.... = (1 - r)j^
= 7, ^.
(1 + x;;)
(1 + x;^)
T

(2.1.15)

\{^~yy
i^-yY
=(1-7)7,—^ = J,—(2.1.16)
[l-xy)
[l-xy)

The dip factor of the transmittance may then be calculated as:
Z),p = l-5™ =i-(£Z2jlil±5j:.

(21171

The dip factor goes to 1 whenx =>> in Eq. 2.1.17 indicating that the propagation loss and
coupling components must be equalized. For the example case, the dip factor is 0.6462.
The finesse of the SAR is once again given by the ratio of the FSR to the FWHM
or:

Finesse =

^
2 sin

(
l — xy

2
.
[^-xy)

1

.

1

8

)

2^ ^
Once again, the example case yields a finesse of 24.74. If the finesse and dip factor are
known, they maybe used in Eq. 1.2.6 to determine the propagation loss of the SAR [12].
To achieve higher values of finesse, one must increase the product xy. To
increase x, one must reduce p for a given ring radius. This means the propagation loss
ttdB must be as small as possible to get the best performance out of the ring resonator.
Similarly, one may increase to improve the finesse. This implies reducing the coupling
efficiency^, causing7 to approach 1. To achieve maximum device performance, one
might balance these two approaches to increase the dip factor as well. We've seen that
the dip factor goes to 1 for x =

The propagation loss is typically limited by the

fabrication technique, so the directional coupler separation should be chosen to create this
equilibrium condition.

2.1.2 The Double Arm Resonator (DAR)
The DAR is a simple extension of the single arm resonator that has many useful
applications, one of which being the integrated optic gyroscope. Instead of one coupling
waveguide, there are two that are typically oriented symmetrically as seen in Fig. 2.1.3.

A

Fig. 2.1.3 Typical DAR with launch amplitude Aq and output amplitude A. In the absence of light at
Co, the second directional coupler will extract some of the circulating light, producing
output amplitude C and further reducing the amplitude Bq available for modulation of A.

Now after propagating half the circumference of the ring, light from B encounters
a second directional coupler. If there is no additional light launched at the second
directional coupler (Q = 0) some of the circulating light is coupled out with amplitude C
and the rest propagates to the original directional coupler where the output coupled light
once again interferes with the uncoupled light producing output amplitude A. Assuming
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both directional couplers are identical and using the same definitions as that of the SAR,
the steady-state input-output relations of the DAR are given by:
A={l5 - (l -

cos(/rf)- jB^ sin(«?)],
[- JAq sin(Kf) + BQ COS(«?)],

B ^ = B exp

^

pL

V

4

.pO
J^ 2 .

ai.l9)
(2.1.20)

(2.1.21)

^2 = (l - 7)"^ [5, cos(70?)-jCg sin(«:^)],

(2.1.22)

(2.1.23)

Bq - Bj exp
C = (1 - 7)"^ [Cq cos(Kf)-

sin(/rf)].

(2.1.24)

Assuming no additional light is added to the system at the second directional
coupler ( C o = 0) and both directional couplers have no excess loss ( y = 0), the amplitude
transmittance of the ring resonator is given by:

A

1 - expl - ^ - jpL
= cos(«?
1 -cos^(xi?)exp

pL

(2.1.25)
jpL

Once again, using the previously defined parameters x, y, and (j) from Eq. 2.1.9-2.1.11,
the intensity transmittance function of the DAR can be expressed as:
- 2xy^ cos(^)
A„

1 + x^y'* - 2 x y ^ c o s ( ^ )

(2.1.26)
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Fig. 2.1.4 Output transmittance for a DAR with radius R = 14mm, rieff = 1.52 at A, = 1550 nm for
coupling efficiency K = 0.05 and propagation loss ttdB = 0.1dB/cm.

Fig. 2.1.4 shows the transmittance function for a DAR with the typical parameters used
for the SAR in the previous section. The maximum and minimum transmittances still
occur respectively when

(2m+l)ji; and 0= 2m7t and are given by:

max

_ V- • -•-/ y
/
2 YP- '
[l + x y ' )
(i-xr/

""

(2.1.27)

a.1.28)

(l-v'f

The dip factor of the transmittance may then be calculated as before to get:

Dip

(2.1.29)
^max

(1 + -*) (l-Xy^)

Notice the dip factor for a DAR goes to 1 when x = 1, con-esponding to a
propagation loss adB = 0. Recall that the maximum dip factor for a SAR was achieved by
balancing the coupling and propagation losses of the ring to get x =y. For the example
conditions, the corresponding dip factor for a DAR is 0.5584.
As before, the finesse is given by the ratio of the FSR to the FWHM so for the
case of a DAR the finesse is:
Finesse =
cos '

2xy

^.

^2.1.30)

y 1l +, x 2 y 4

For the example case, the finesse of the DAR is 20.67.

To maximize the finesse of a DAR, the product xy'^ must be maximized. This
means that the y parameter has a greater effect on the finesse than the x parameter. So to
maximize the finesse of a DAR, one must minimize the coupling efficiency since
reducing the coupling efficiency K, causes y to approach 1. It was also shown that the
dip factor approaches 1 when x goes to 1 corresponding to a lower propagation loss OdBSince both the finesse and dip factor increase with lower oCds, the primary concern for
designing a DAR should be to reduce the propagation loss as much as possible, then
adjust the coupling to achieve optimal performance.
One disadvantage of a DAR design compared to a SAR design is that for any
given propagation loss or coupling efficiency, it is possible to achieve a dip factor of 1

for a SAR by adjusting the other parameter. The only way to achieve a dip factor of 1 for
a DAR is to have UdB = 0 so it is functionally limited to a lower dip factor than an
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equivalent SAR. A comparison of the design parameters SARs and DARs is presented in
the next section to further explore their characteristics.

2.1.3 Comparison of SAR and DAR Device Performance
SARs and DARs can have drastically different levels of performance for the same
coupling and propagation loss design parameters. To gain a specific level of performance
from a DAR and SAR, it is important to design each independently. Both the finesse and
dip factor of SARs and DARs affect their overall performance, so a direct comparison of
the two designs is most beneficial in choosing appropriate levels of propagation loss and
coupling.
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Fig. 2.1.5 Effect of propagation loss (ajB) on the dip factor of a SAR. Each curve corresponds to a
different value of the coupling efficiency (K).
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Fig. 2.1.6 Effect of propagation loss (ajB) on the dip factor of a DAR. Each curve corresponds to a
different value of the coupling efficiency (K).

First, the effect of propagation loss and coupling efficiency on the dip factor for
SARs and DARs will be examined. We've seen that the dip factor of a SAR is optimized
when x = y and the dip factor for a DAR is optimized when x = 1. Since the x and y
parameters vary with OdB and K respectively Fig. 2.1.5 shows the effect of the
propagation loss on the dip factor for a SAR. The six different curves correspond to
values of if ranging from 0.5 to 0.01. Similarly, Fig. 2.1.6 shows the effect of the
propagation loss for a DAR. Again, the six different curves correspond to values of K
ranging from 0.5 to 0.01. As expected, the dip factor for a DAR approaches a value of
one in Fig. 2.1.6 when a^B approaches zero and monotonically decreases as (Xds increases.
The dip factor for a SAR reaches a value of one in Fig. 2.1.5 wherever the coupling and
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Fig. 2.1.7

Effect of propagation loss (aja) on the finesse of a SAR. Each curve corresponds to a
different value of the coupling efficiency (K).

propagation loss are equally balanced and decreases monotonically on either side of this
maximum.
The finesse of SARs and DARs are similarly affected by the coupling efficiency
and propagation loss. It was shown that the finesse of a SAR increases as the product xy
increases whereas the finesse of a DAR increases with the product xy . Figs. 2.1.7 and
2. L 8 show the effect of propagation loss on the finesse of a SAR and DAR respectively
for five different values of K ranging from 0.5 to 0.01. As expected, the finesse increases
monotonically for both the SAR and DAR as the propagation loss and coupling are
reduced. The difference in performance between the two configurations being that the
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Fig. 2.1.8 Effect of propagation loss (ads) on the finesse of a DAR. Each curve corresponds to a
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finesse for the SAR is always larger than that for the DAR owing to the extra coupling
loss added by the second directional coupler.
Combining these two effects, the overall performance of a SAR and DAR may be
observed simultaneously by plotting the dip factor vs. the finesse in each case. Figs.
2.1.9 and 2.1.10 show these plots for a SAR and DAR respectively with varying amounts
of propagation loss. For each curve in these respective plots, K was varied from 0 to 1
with K = 0 giving the maximum finesse at the right of each curve and K = 1 giving the
minimum finesse at the left.
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Fig. 2.1.13 SAR performance under the example case conditions of K = 0.05 and ttdB = 0.1 dB/cm. The
intersection of these two curves gives the predicted performance conditions.

The intersection of the K and OdB curves gives the expected performance of the
corresponding ring resonator design. Figs. 2.1.13 and 2.1.14 show two such sample cases
for a SAR and DAR respectively using the example case of K=0.05 and ads = 0.1 dB/cm.
The intersection points give a finesse of 24.74 and dip factor of 0.6462 for the SAR and a
finesse of 20.67 and dip factor of 0.5584 for the DAR, agreeing with the previous
calculations.
A fundamental understanding of the differences between SAR and DAR
performance with identical coupling and propagation loss parameters is vital to the
accurate design and comparison of the two devices. The optimum values for K and oCdB
necessary to achieve any desired finesse and dip factor for SAR and DAR devices are
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Fig. 2.1.14 DAR performance under the example case conditions of K = 0.05 and ajB = 0.1 dB/cm.
The intersection of these two curves gives the predicted performance conditions.

different for any known characteristic propagation loss. This is especially important
because the performance of a SAR is typically better than a DAR due to the reduced
coupling loss with only one directional coupler. The increased performance makes the
SAR more accurate in characterizing the propagation loss of the ring resonator
waveguide. So if a high performance DAR type device is desired but the optimum
functional parameters are unknown, a SAR should be used to characterize the
propagation loss and coupling efficiency of a similar design, then the DAR design can be
modified based upon these experimental parameters to optimize its performance.
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2.2

MODELING OF THE ION-EXCHANGE AND BURIAL PROCESS
Ion-exchanged waveguides were first reported in 1972 by Izawa and Nakagome

[27]. Since that time, many different authors have used this simple and inexpensive
technology for fabricating integrated optic devices. Three classes of ion-exchanged
waveguides are typically employed in integrated optic devices. Surface waveguides [43,
44] are formed by masking the surface of a glass sample before performing the ion
exchange. Buried waveguides [45, 46] are fonned by applying an electric field across a
surface waveguide sample to drive the waveguide ions beneath the surface. Finally
selectively buried waveguides [47-49] are formed by placing a blocking mask over parts
of the surface waveguide before burial to prevent them from being buried.
Surface waveguides are simple to fabricate and have sufficient performance for
many applications. Since buried waveguides also diffuse as they are buried, a more
symmetric index distribution is created that typically has lower loss and birefringence
than an equivalent surface waveguide. The main disadvantage to buried waveguides is
the extra fabrication step involved that increases the complexity and variables in
fabrication. Selectively buried waveguides are quite useful for specific applications, but
the complex fabrication procedure involved and tight lithographic tolerance levels limit
their usefulness.

2.2.1 Ion Exchange and Burial Theory

The theory of the ion exchange and burial has been examined in depth by several
different authors [43, 46, 50-57] so a brief synopsis of their analysis will be presented.
To simplify the theoretical model, only two ion systems such as Ag^-Na^ ion exchange

will be considered. This assumption i^ accurate for many silicate glasses, however if a
large enough concentration of a third ion such as

is present, the model must be

modified to incorporate its effects to achieve good agreement with experimental results.
In a binary ion exchange process, in-diffusing ions (A) diffuse into the glass
where they exchange with out-diffusing ions (B). Two types of forces act upon the ions,
the concentration gradient of the ions results in ionic diffusion while electric fields within
the glass can cause ionic drift. The electric field is comprised of an external applied
electric field {Egxt) if present, and an internal field built up by local charge imbalances
caused by the difference in ionic mobility of the exchanging ions. The 2-D change in
concentration distribution of A ions as a fiinction of time can be expressed by [53];
_

dt

Da
1 - aC^

1 - aC^

ki^T

(2.2.1)

Here Ca = CaIcq is the normalized concentration of A ions, ca is the ionic concentration of
A ions, co is the total ionic concentration. Da and Db are the self-diffusion coefficients of
the two ions, and a= 1 -Da/Db is their inter-diffusion coefficient also known as the
Stewart coefficient [29]. T, ks, and e are the absolute temperature, Boltzmann constant,
and the electron charge, respectively. The first term in Eq. 2.2.1 is the ionic diffijsion
term, the second term is due to the internal electric field and the third term is the external
applied electric field term. Madasamy et al. [57] developed theoretical modeling
software to calculate the time dependent concentration distribution given by Eq. 2.2.1
using the Peaceman-Rachford alternating direction implicit method [55]. Simulations of
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the ion exchange and burial process used to fabricate waveguide devices were performed
using this software (see Appendix A for further information on this modeling software).

2.2.2 Calculation of Diffusion Parameters
To accurately model the Ag^ -Na^ ion exchange process, it was necessary to first
characterize the diffusion parameters of Eq. 2.2.1 {DAg, D^a, and a) and maximum index
change {An„ax) for the glass (Schott IOG-10) used in the experiments under various salt
melt concentrations and conditions. 1-D diffusion is the least computationally intensive
to simulate so standard procedure is to exchange large surface area samples to create
multimode slab waveguides. The effective indices of these slab waveguide modes may
be experimentally measured using a prism coupler [58]. Since the effective indices of the
slab modes are directly dependant upon the refractive index profile of the slab
waveguide, the index profile may be calculated using the inverse WKB method [59, 60]
or the inverse Chiang method [61, 62]. The diffusion coefficients for Ag^ ions (DAg), Na^
ions (Dno) and An^ax may then be calculated by simply performing a least squares fit to
the experimental data [63].
If DAg and D^a are measured at several different temperatures, it is possible to
calculate the diffiision coefficients at any temperature by assuming an Arrhenius-type
temperature dependence [64]

D { T ) = D q exp

(2.2.2)

yksT J
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The proportionality constant Do and activation energy E can be calculated by performing
a least squares fit of the measured diffusion coefficients at several different temperatures
to Eq. 2.2.2. It is difficult to directly measure DAg at lower temperatures where the
AgNOs/NaNOa salt melt solidifies, so the ability to calculate the diffusion coefficients at
any temperature is vitally important to accurately modeling the burial process. Table
2.2.1 shows the measured diffusion coefficients at 577 K, 584 K, 591 K, 597 K, 609 K,
617 K and calculated diffusion coefficient for the burial temperature 543 K. The
corresponding best-fit values for Do and£' in Eq. 2.2.2 are Do,Ag - 1.581x10"'' m^/s, Do,Na
= 1.417x10"'' m^/s, Eas = 2.125x10"'^ J, and ENa = 1.552x10'" J.
Temperature (K)

DAg (m^/s)

DNa (m^/s)

a

543'
577
584
591
597
609
617

7.6x10""
4.0x10"'"
5.1x10"'"
8.1x10"'"
1.1x10""
1.6x10""
2.2x10""

1.4x10""
5.0x10""
5.7x10""
7.4 xlO""
1.1 xlO"''
1.3x10"'^
1.7x10"'^

0.95
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.88
0.87

Table 2.2.1

Measured and 'calculated diffusion coefficients and Stewart coefficient (oc) for Schott lOG10 glass at different temperatures.

The maximum change in index of refraction is both a function of the AgNOs
concentration in the salt melt and the wavelength of light due to dispersion in the
waveguide. Since both 10% and 1% concentrations of AgNOa in the salt melt will be
used to test waveguide performance in chapter 3, both concentrations were tested. For a
10% AgNOa concentration at 633 nm, Arimax = 0.0795 while the same concentration at
1550 nm gives Arimax = 0.075. For a 1% AgNOa concentration at 633 nm, Arimux =0.057
and at 1550 nm, Arimax =0.052.
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2.2.3 Waveguide Modeling Results
The theoretical model for the ion exchange and burial process can be used to
model the index distribution profile for different fabrication parameters. In chapter 3, it
will be shown that single mode waveguides can be fabricated using a 20-minute ion
exchange in 10% AgNOa at 584 K for a 3.0 |a,m waveguide opening, followed by a 4hour burial. The burial is typically performed at 543 K with a voltage of 600-1000V
applied across a 2.5 mm thick sample. To model the burial in a reasonable amount of
time, a calculation window of 20 )J,m x 20 jim with 201 x 201 pixels was used. The
reduction in modeled thickness requires a scaling of the applied field by the ratio of the
actual to simulated depth giving an effective voltage of 4.8-8.0V. Using these parameters
along with the diffusion values from Table 2.2.1, the index profile for a 20-minute ion
exchange is shown in Fig. 2.2.1a with contours plotted in increments of 15%
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concentration, and a cross-sectional profile of the Ag^ ion concentration along x = 0 is
shown in Fig. 2.2. lb. Note the sharp drop off in Ag^ ion concentration away from
surface in Fig. 2.2.1b. The shape of the cross-sectional profile is governed by Grand the
actual index distribution of the waveguide is obtained by multiplying the concentration
profile by Anmax then adding the background index of the glass.
For the field-assisted burial of these waveguides, typical burials will be for 2-4
hours at 543 K and 600-1000V. While the Peaceman-Rachford alternating direction
implicit method is quite powerful, it becomes unstable for very large values of a unless
there is a correspondingly large applied voltage. With a 600V burial voltage, the
maximum stable value for a is 0.87 as opposed to the required value of 0.95. At a higher
voltage of lOOOV, the maximum stable value for oris 0.90 so a comparison of the buried
waveguide properties with these two values was performed resulting in an average
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difference in concentration at each point of 1%. This error is acceptable for our purposes
so all theoretical modeling was performed using a= 0.87 for direct comparison of
results.
Fig. 2.2.2a shows a theoretical contour plot of the buried waveguide profile for a
2-hour burial at 600V with contours in increments of 0.02 for concentration values of
0.01 to 0.2. Fig. 2.2.2b shows a similar contour plot of the buried waveguide profile for a
4-hour burial at 600V. Note the expansion of the concentration profile with increased
burial time and the increased depth to the maximum concentration. It is also interesting
to note that the waveguide is much more symmetric for the 4-hour burial than for a 2hour burial due to the nature of the diffusion process. Similar burials were also modeled
for an applied voltage of lOOOV. Fig. 2.2.3a shows the equivalent concentration profile
for a 2-hour burial, while Fig. 2.2.3b shows the concentration profile for a 4-hour burial.
As expected, there is an increase in the waveguide depth with increasing voltage. The

X um
Fig. 2.2.3 Concentration distribution for a lOOOV burial of a 20-minute ion-exchanged waveguide with
a) 2 hour burial, and b) 4 hour burial at 543 K.
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extra force applied to the ions by the increased field dominates the ionic diffusion term in
the direction of the applied field and results in a greater asymmetry of the concentration
profile compared to the equivalent profile at a lower applied field.
Now that the concentration distribution, and subsequently the index distribution
of buried ion-exchanged waveguides can be modeled, it is easy to solve for the

Fig. 2.2.4

Fundamental modes for TE polarization using a 20-minute ion exchange in a 10% AgN03
salt melt with a) no burial, b) 2 hour burial at 600V, c) 4 hour burial at 600V.
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propagating modes of the waveguide using a standard mode solver [65-67], It is even
possible to take into account the effect of the air interface at the surface of the waveguide
by adding several microns of air above the waveguide modeled region. Since the sharp
boundary at the air/glass interface can cause errors in the mode solver, it is necessary to
break the edge into several smaller slices and interpolate the index of refraction to smooth
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Fig. 2.2.5 Fundamental modes for TE polarization using a 20-minute ion exchange in a 1% AgN03
salt melt with a) no burial, b) 2 hour burial at 600V, c) 4 hour burial at 600V.
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out the boundary. Figs. 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 show TE polarization contour plots of the

^

computed fundamental modes for the surface waveguide and 600V burials shown in Fig.
2.2.2. Once again, contours are plotted for every 15% increase in mode field power. The
plots in Fig. 2.2.4 were calculated using a 10% AgNOs salt melt while the plots in Fig.
2.2.5 were calculated for a 1% AgNOa salt melt. Note the effect of the air/glass interface
in Fig. 2.2.4a and Fig. 2.2.5a causing a distortion of the fundamental mode. Another
effect of the reduced salt melt concentration may be observed by comparing Figs. 2.2.4
and 2.2.5. The smaller Arimax for the 1% AgNOs salt melt results in a lower index at each
point of the waveguide. This reduces the mode field confinement of the waveguide
causing a larger calculated fundamental mode.
For a direct comparison of the modal properties of waveguides produced with

AgNOs
Cone.

Burial
Time

Burial
Voltage

10%

0 hours

N/A

1%

0 hours

N/A

10%

2 hours

600V

10%

4 hours

600V

1%
1%

2 hours
4 hours

600V
600V

10%

2 hours

lOOOV

10%

4 hours

lOOOV

1%
1%

2 hours
4 hours

lOOOV
lOOOV

Table 2.2.2

neff for TE
Modes

neff for TM
Modes

1.529218,
1.510467
1.516239
1.517772,
1.508364
1.514125,
1.507554
1.512917
1.510904
1.517079,
1.508362
1.513752,
1.507608,
1.505843
1.512579
1.510731

1.526104,
1.508215
1.514283
1.517736,
1.508316
1.514115,
1.507539
1.512888
1.510898
1.517056,
1.508338
1.513745,
1.507598,
1.50707
1.512566
1.510727

TE
Mode
Width

TE
Mode
Height

Burial
Depth

4.0 |im

2.4 ^im

1.01 )im

4.5 )im

2.9 |a,m

1.21 |J,m

5.3 )im

4.6 |J.m

5.0 |J.m

6.3 |am

5.8 |J,m

8.1 |J.m

6.1 |im
7.3 |im

5.2 )xm
6.5 )im

4.9 ^im
8.1 |J,m

5.7 |J.m

4.9 |im

7.3 |a.m

6.5 |J,m

6.1 |j,m

12.5 iim

6.3 nm
7.5 lim

5.6 |j,m
7.0|a,m

7.2 |J,m
12.4 )am

Modal properties of the calculated modes for a 20-minute ion exchange with various AgN03
concentration and burial parameters.
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10% and 1% AgNOa, Table 2.2.2 shows the modal properties of all propagating modes
for both TE and TM polarizations. As expected, the burial depth increases by increasing
the applied voltage. At the same time, the mode field confinement is decreased for
higher voltages, resulting in an increase in the mode field diameter and for the case of the
4-hour burial at 10% AgNOs an additional propagating mode. By lowering the salt melt
concentration, the effective index of each propagating mode is reduced, resulting in
single mode waveguides with larger mode field diameters for all cases.
To compare the theoretical model with experimental data, the index of refraction
profile was measured directly using the refracted near-field (RNF) method [68, 69]. The
sample under test was fabricated using a 20-minute ion exchange in \0% AgNOa,
followed by a 4-hour burial at lOOOV. Fig. 2.2.6 shows the theoretically modeled and
experimentally measured index profiles for this sample. The theoretical model provides
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Fig. 2.2.6 a) Theoretical and b) RNF measured contour plots of the index distribution for an ionexchanged waveguide with 20-minute exchange in 10% AgNOs, followed by a 4-hour
burial at lOOOV. Each contour represents an index change of 0.0015.

accurate results for the depth of the refractive index profile to within experimental error
of the RNF measurement. The difference between theoretical and experimental results is
in the form of the index profile with the experimentally measured results appearing more
kidney-shaped. This difference is most likely due to the high concentration of

ions in

IOG-10 that are not accounted for by the theoretical model.
Another major difference that could have a significant effect on the accuracy of
the modeled results is the maximum index of refraction of the distribution. The RNF
measurement was performed at a wavelength of 633nm and yielded a maximum index of
refraction of 1.5322 where the background index of refraction at 633nm is 1.521.
Calculating the theoretically predicted maximum index using Zl«mfl;c=0.0795 and the same
background index at 633nm, the maximum index of refraction is 1.5383. Assuming this
difference is once again due to the unaccounted for

ions, a correction factor to the

Aumax parameter can be included. Subtracting the background index from both values of
the maximum index and taking the ratio, the correction factor is 0.6474 and the corrected
^max at 633nm is 0.05147. Applying this same correction factor to the design
wavelength of 1550imi the result is a corrected Aumax of 0.04855. Combining this
correction factor with the computed mode results for the 10% AgN03 concentration
shown in Table 2.2.2, there is a significant change in the theoretically predicted
waveguide parameters as shown in Table 2.2.3. The main motivation for incorporating
this correction factor will be discussed further in chapter 3, where a ring resonator
fabricated with a 20-minute ion exchange and 4-hour burial at either 600V or 1OOOV
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results in a single-mode resonance diagram. One would expect multimode performance
for these devices based on the theoretically modeled results from Table 2.2.2.
Burial
Voltage

Ueff for TB
Modes

ncff for TM
Modes

TE
Mode
Width

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

0 hours
2 hours
4 hours
2 hours
4 hours

N/A
600V
600V
lOOOV
lOOOV

1.514596
1.512149
1.510473
1.511974
1.510326

1.512824
1.512121
1.510467
1.511962
1.510323

4.7 nm
6.3 |J.m
7.5 |im
6.5 |im
7.6 |lm

TE
Mode
Height
3.0 |im
5.4 |J.m

1

Burial
Time

o^

AgNOs
Cone.

5.8 )im
7.2 |im

Burial
Depth
1.21 (im
4.9 M-m
8.0 p,m
7.2 |im
12.4 lam

Table 2.2.3 Modal properties of the calculated modes for a 20-minute ion exchange with correction factor
to An^ax included.

2.3

MODELING OF BEND LOSS IN A RING RESONATOR
A major concern in the design of a ring resonator is the amount of loss that will be

introduced due to curvature of the ring waveguide. Bend induced loss has long been an
important design parameter in fiber optic devices [2, 70, 71]. Several different theoretical
analyses have also been presented for bent waveguides in integrated optic devices. Gu et
al. [72] used the method of lines to analyze curved rib waveguides but this approach was
limited to waveguides with analytical solutions. Yamamoto and Koshiba [73] and Kim
and Gopinath [74] used the finite-element method to simulate bent waveguides with
arbitrary cross section. Wang et al. [75] employed the mode-matching method to more
accurately characterize the effect of bending-induced propagation constant change for
various applications. Sewell and Benson [76] employed a semi-analytical approach to
model curved, buried waveguides known as the free space radiation mode (FSRM)
method. Assuming the contrast of refractive index in the waveguide is less than 10%, the
advantage of the FSRM method over the finite-element method is its relatively fast

execution time while maintaining good accuracy. Song et al. [77] made advances in
applying the beam propagation method (BPM) to bent waveguides by collapsing the 2-D
refractive index profile into a 1-D structure using the effective index method (EIM).
Finally, Dai and He [78] used the fmite-difference method (FDM) to optimize the design
of an arrayed waveguide grating demultiplexer.
The simplest and most powerful method for analyzing bend mode structures was
presented by Melloni et al. [79] and later applied to the design of curved waveguides with
the matched bend [80]. Melloni's method is based on the expansion of the bend mode in
terms of modes for the straight waveguide, including modes below the cutoff. Any
waveguide index profile may be modeled using this method provided the modes of the
straight waveguide have been solved. Once the modes in the straight waveguide are
determined, the mode shape distortion and propagation constant perturbation of the bend
mode may be quickly and easily computed as a weighted sum of the straight waveguide
modes. This method is valid for any type of dielectric v/aveguide whether it is single or
multimode making it the most powerful and generally applicable of all the methods
presented to date.
Since the modeled waveguides do not have simple analytical solutions, Melloni's
method is the most useful modeling tool for our purposes. The technique is also
extremely fast, allowing a theoretical analysis of many design considerations to be
performed. Melloni's theoretical treatment of the bend mode is presented in the
following section.

2.3.1 Theoretical Model of the Bend Mode
A bend of radius R is defined to be in the x-z plane such that there is an increment
dz along z due to an increase d9of the bend angle
d z { x )= r { x ) d d .

(2.3.1)

The electric field of a generic bend mode Esfx.y) can be described in terms of the straight
waveguide modes by:
N

(2.2.2)
n=\

where a„ are the real weighting modal coefficients of the straight waveguides. After a
propagation of dz, the mode field in the bend becomes:

= ^a„W„{x,yy'"'\

(2.3.3)

n=l

where Yn = oCn + jpn is the propagation constant of the nth straight mode. Neglecting
material absorption, the attenuation coefficient oCn is non-zero only for modes under the
cutoff. To compute the a„ coefficients, the mode field is assumed to remain undistorted
after traveling angular distance

apart from a multiplicative exponential term:
exp(- vd6) = (l - vd9),

(2.3.4)

where v is the propagation constant of the bend mode. So expanding the exponential
term in Eq. 2.3.3 to first order, the bend mode is given by;
~ rnfdO)={l-vde)'^a„i//„.
n=\

Defining r(x) = R+ x, Eq. 2.3.5 reduces to:

(2.3.5)

N

N

+
n=\

=

(2.3.6)
n--\

Since the straight waveguide modes are orthogonal, and assuming they have been
normalized, one may multiply Eq. 2.3.6 by y/m and integrate over the mode cross section
to get:
N

n=\

Here Cmn are the coupling coefficients betw^een straight modes due to the bending and are
given by:
= jlxy/„y/ldxdy.

a.3.8)

Putting Eq. 2.3.7 in matrix form, the result is a matrix eigenvalue equation:
{RI + C)Ga = va,

(2.3.9)

where / is the identity matrix, G is a diagonal matrix whose coefficients are the
propagation constants y„,C is a square matrix with coefficients cm„, and a is the vector of
weighting coefficients. Letting M = (RI + C)G, the propagation constants of the bend
modes are simply the eigenvalues (v) of the matrix M. The refractive indices of the bend
modes are then:
=-^lm(v).
27cR

(2.3.10)

There is now enough information to calculate the bend loss over angle dd. Since
any modes below the cutoff will radiate energy, one can simply compute the coupling
coefficient Cmn between each propagating mode and the first leaky modes then assume all

the coupled light is radiated away. By integrating this angular loss over the
circumference of the ring, the round trip bend loss can be calculated
27r
Loss=^c^je.

f2.3.in

0

For multimode waveguides, a perturbation theory approach to determining the
bend loss of the waveguide is used. Assuming that most of the light is contained in the
fundamental mode of the bent waveguide, the first order bend loss is determined by using
c/„, the coupling coefficient between the fundamental mode and first leaky modes in Eq.
2.3.11. The second order bend loss occurs when light couples fi-om the fundamental
mode to any of the higher order modes before coupling into the first leaky modes. The
result is a product of coupling coefficients substituted in Eq. 2.3.11. For a two mode
waveguide, one would substitute 012*023 for OmnIn summary, the method for determining the bend loss of the curved waveguide is
to first calculate the mode profiles and effective indices of the straight waveguides for all
propagating modes and the first leaky modes below the cutoff The coupling coefficient
between each pair of modes is then calculated using Eq. 2.3.8. The G and C matrices are
then created using these propagation constants and coupling coefficients. Finally Eq.
2.3.9 is solved for the eigenvalues of matrix M and the eigenvector of weighting
coefficients a. The effective indices of the bend modes are then determined from Eq.
2.3.10 and the bend loss for the waveguide is calculated via the perturbation approach
with Eq. 2.3.11.
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2.3.2 Bend Loss Modeling Results
The method described in the previous section was applied to the buried
waveguides produced in section 2.2. The case of a 600V burial using 10% AgNOs
concentration for the salt melt is examined. Ion exchanges with a 3.0jim waveguide
opening and ion exchange times from 10 to 30 minutes were modeled, followed by
burials up to 4 hours at 600V. In each case, the propagating and leaky modes were
solved then used to construct the bend mode and corresponding bend induced loss. Fig.
2.3.1 shows the bend loss results for these conditions. Note that in general, the longer the
waveguides are buried, the greater the bend loss. Also, as the ion exchange time is
increased, the bend loss decreases due to the increased mode field confinement induced
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Theoretical bend-induced loss for various ion exchange times in 10% AgNOs, followed by a
burial from 0 to 240 minutes at 600V.
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by adding more Ag"^ ions to the waveguide. The rapid decUne in bend loss between the
15 and 20-minute ion exchange curves occurs because the waveguides go from single to
double mode, thereby reducing the overlap integral between the fundamental and first
leaky modes. The initial bump that can be seen for short burial times in the 10-minute
ion exchange curve is an effect of the air/glass interface where the flattening of the
fimdamental mode due to the surface interaction increases the overlap integral between
the fundamental and first leaky mode.
For the case of a 1% AgNOa ion exchange, Aumax is lower so one expects to have
less confinement of the waveguide mode. Fig. 2.3.2 shows a plot of the same fabrication
conditions as Fig. 2.3.1 but using the 1% Ag NO3 salt melt. The bend loss is greatly
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Theoretical bend-induced loss for various ion exchange times in 1% AgNOs, followed by a
burial from 0 to 240 minutes at 600V.
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increased for each ion exchange and burial time with only the 30-minute ion exchange
resulting in a double mode waveguide. Clearly the high level of bend-induced loss
present in the 10-minute ion exchange case would be a limiting factor in the performance
of a ring resonator fabricated using these parameters.
There is one other case that should be considered based upon the experimental
data from RNF measurements of the buried waveguide index as discussed in section
2.2.3. Applying the correction factor to Arimax for 10% AgNOs as previously discussed,
the confinement of the waveguide would be further reduced from the theoretical values of
1% AgNOa. Applying this reduced value to the bend loss calculations, the results are
shown in Fig. 2.3.3. As expected, the bend-induced loss increases even further for all ion
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Theoretical bend-induced loss for various ion exchange times in 10% AgNOs, followed by a
burial from 0 to 240 minutes at 600V. Modes were calculated using the reduced An^ax-
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exchange and burial times, but now even the 30-minute ion exchange curve is single
mode after a 4-hour burial where it had two modes at every point before it. The sudden
transition implies that the waveguides are right at the cutoff for single mode operation,
giving the best possible performance for this burial time. In principle, the ion exchange
time should be pushed right to this limit in the actual device to minimize bend-induced
losses.
It is also important to understand what effect, if any the magnitude of the applied
field during burial has on the bend loss. To observe this effect, a 20-minute ion exchange
time with a 3.0|J,m waveguide opening was simulated for burials of 0 to 240 minutes with
600V to lOOOV burial voltage. The results are shown in Fig. 2.3.4 for the case of a 10%
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Effect of burial voltage on bend loss for an ion-exchanged waveguide fabricated with a 20minute ion exchange in 10% AgNOs, followed by a burial of up to 4-hours at 600-1000V.
Modes were solved using the reduced value for AUmax-
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AgNOs salt melt using the reduced value of Arimax- As the burial voltage is increased,
there is a slight increase in the overall bend loss at each point. The increased bend loss
effect for short burial times is also magnified with increased burial voltage since ionic
diffusion is reduced in the direction of the applied field. As a result of the reduced
diffusion, the waveguide mode stays asymmetric longer thus increasing the overlap
integral with the first leaky mode. Similar plots were obtained for standard 10% and 1%
AgNOa values of Arimax but had lower values of bend loss at each point as in the previous
figures.
Finally, an important design concern is the effect of waveguide opening on the
bend loss since wet etch lithography can be somewhat imprecise. While the mask
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Fig. 2.3.5

Effect of waveguide opening width on bend loss for a 20-minute ion-exchanged waveguide
in 10% AgN03 using the reduced Anmax to calculate modes.
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opening may be 3.0)im, the actual waveguide opening may be up to 3.5|a,m wide or
larger. Fig 2.3.5 shows the effect of this varying waveguide width on the bend loss for
the case of a 10% AgNOs melt with reduced Arimax- Once again, the modeled waveguides
were fabricated using a 20-minute ion exchange and a 600V burial. As the waveguide
opening width is increased, there is a decrease in bend loss for the waveguide at each
point. The cause of this effect is an increase in the Ag^ ion concentration due to the
larger waveguide opening inducing a larger effective index and better mode field
confinement.
To better see this effect, a wider range of waveguide openings is shown in Fig.
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widths and the same fabrication parameters as Fig. 2.3.5.
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2.3.6. As expected, there is a further increase in bend loss with increasing waveguide
openings and an increase in bend loss for decreasing waveguide openings. Presumably,
if the designed waveguide were close to the cutoff for single mode operation, this
increase in Ag"*" ion concentration due to a larger waveguide opening would cause the
waveguide to become multimode. This effect should be taken into account in the design
of waveguide parameters to ensure single mode performance over a range of waveguide
openings and thereby reduce the tolerance on lithography.

2.4

MODELING OF THE ION-EXCHANGED DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
The directional coupler now remains the one component of an ion-exchanged ring

resonator that has not been addressed. To model the directional coupler, a commercially
available BPM-CAD program by RSoft Design Group called BeamPROP™ was used.
The strength of this software is its ability to import any arbitrary index distribution for the
waveguides under test. This allows the modeled waveguide profiles from the previous
sections to be modeled directly in the form of a directional coupler.
The directional coupler in the design is composed of a straight coupling
waveguide and a circular ring waveguide brought into close proximity. The coupling
efficiency of the directional coupler for a given radius R is determined by the mode
profile of the individual waveguides and the separation between the coupling and ring
waveguides. Since most of the coupling occurs near the point where the two waveguides
are in closest proximity, a length of 0.5mm on either side of this region must be modeled
to accurately measure the coupling efficiency with reasonably short computation time.
As light propagates down the coupling waveguide, some portion evanescently couples
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into the ring waveguide, with the amount of coupling dependent upon the overlap integral
of the ring and coupling waveguide modes. By measuring the total amount of light
coupled into the ring waveguide after propagating the entire length of the directional
coupler, the coupling efficiency of the directional coupler may be estimated.
A radius of 14mm was used in all modeled cases to correspond with experimental
data for the ring resonators. Since a 20-minute ion exchange and 4-hour burial at 600V
has been used as a standard example case, these parameters were chosen for the
simulation. The fundamental mode of the imported waveguide was computed then used
as the launch field in the coupling waveguide. The same computed mode was used to
monitor the coupled power in the ring waveguide. The center-to-center spacing of the
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Modeled results for the coupling efficiency of a standard directional coupler using a 10%
AgNOs salt melt for the ion exchange.
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coupling and ring waveguides was varied from 1 l|j,m to 14|im. Since the waveguide
opening width can have a significant effect on the form of the fundamental mode, the
width is once again varied from 2.5 to 4.0|J,m. The AgNOs concentration of the salt melt
is the final design concern since the mode field confinement will be different for different
concentrations. Both 10% and 1% AgNOs concentrations were simulated as well as the
10% case with reduced ArimcaThe coupling efficiency as a fiinction of spacing can be seen in Fig. 2.4.1 for the
normal 10% case. The large mode confinement from the high Anmax results in very little
coupling between the waveguides for this range of coupler spacing. The same
information was obtained using a 1% salt melt concentration as shown in Fig. 2.4.2. The
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Modeled results for the coupling efficiency of a standard directional coupler using a 1 %
AgN03 salt melt for the ion exchange.
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coupling efficiency has increased at every point due to the decreased mode field
confinement from the lower Atimux of the 1% AgNOa salt melt. For the final case of the
reduced value for Arimax of the 10% AgNOs melt, Fig. 2.4.3 shows the modeled results.
Again an increase in the coupling efficiency is observed over the 1% AgNOs case due to
the further reduction of ArimaxIt has been shown that the performance of either a SAR or a DAR is highly
dependent on the coupling efficiency of the device. The coupling efficiency and bend
loss are both functions of the fabrication parameters. The analytical techniques outlined
in this chapter provide a design tool for determining the values of different elements of a
ring resonator required to achieve specific performance levels.
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Modeled results for the coupling efficiency of a standard directional coupler using a 10%
AgNOs salt melt with reduced value for Aumax-
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3. FABRICATION AND TESTING OF ION-EXCHANGED RING
RESONATORS
3.1

FABRICATION TECHNIQUE USED FOR CREATING ION-EXCHANGED
RING RESONATORS
Schott IOG-10 is an alkali-zinc-silicate glass developed specifically for ion

exchange processes used to form passive guided wave structures. The first step towards
using this glass for waveguide fabrication is to develop a processing procedure. A
method for determining the diffusion parameters of the glass was previously discussed in
chapter 2.2.2. The ion exchange mask may then be created using a standard lithographic
patterning process.
The bare glass wafer sample must first be prepared for deposition of the metal
masking layer. Ultrasonic cleaning is the preferred method for removing any
contaminants from the surface. Different solvents can leave a residue on the surface of
the wafer that will inhibit adhesion of the metal to the surface. De-ionized water leaves
the least amount of residue but will not remove all contaminants, so it is necessary to
transition from one solvent to another to reduce this residue. The final cleaning
procedure is as follows:
•

Five minute ultrasonic cleaning in acetone.

•

Five minute ultrasonic cleaning in methyl alcohol.

•

Five minute ultrasonic cleaning in isopropyl alcohol.

•

Rinse with de-ionized (DI) water spray.

•

Blow dry with compressed N2 spray.

•

Bake in 120°C oven for 20 minutes.

Once the sample has been cleaned, the metal layer may be deposited. The
masking material must be chosen to have good adhesion to the glass, and be chemically
inert to the corrosive salts used in the ion exchange process. If a metallic material is
chosen for the masking material, free electrons in the metal layer may reduce the Ag^
ions to create atomic Ag colloids. These Ag colloids act as scattering and absorbing sites
that increase propagation loss of the waveguides. Since metal layers are typically easier
to pattern lithographically, Ti was chosen as the masking material for patterning, which
can later be oxidized to remove the free electrons. The metal layer must be thick enough
to prevent ionic diffusion so a lOOnm thick Ti layer was chosen. Sputtering was chosen
to produce a more uniform Ti layer than evaporation. With the Ti layer deposited, the
sample is now ready for patterning.
Standard lithographic patterning procedures have been well established by the
semiconductor industry. Once again, the sample must be cleaned and prepared. Each
sample is rinsed with acetone, then isopropyl alcohol and DI water to remove any
contaminants from the surface then blown dry and baked as before. To produce a
uniform 1.3|.im thick layer of photoresist, the cooled sample is placed in a standard
spinner and Shipley 1813 photoresist is applied to the surface. The spinning procedure is
as follows:
•

Coat sample in Shipley 1813 photoresist.

•

Spin at 4000 rpm for 60 seconds.

•

Soft bake on hot plate at 90°C for 5 minutes.

Once the sample is cool, it is ready to be patterned using a standard mask aligner.
The sample is brought into direct contact with the mask and exposed to UV light.
Exposed sections of photoresist are removed by placing the sample in Microposit 452
developer then rinsing in DI water.
•

Expose sample in UV mask aligner for 5 seconds.

•

Develop exposed areas for 25 seconds in Microposit 452 developer.

•

Rinse sample twice for 60 seconds in Dl water.

Now that the photoresist has been patterned, it can be examined under a
microscope to ensure that there are no defects in any important waveguide structures.
Provided everything looks good, the photoresist is placed back in the oven to hard bake.
Once the photoresist has been hard baked, it is rugged enough to withstand the Ti etch
process:
•

Hard bake in 120°C oven for 30 minutes.

•

Prepare Ti etch consisting of:
o 0.6g ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid tetrasodium salt tetrahydrate
(EDTA)
o 30mL hydrogen peroxide H2O2
o 15mL DI water

•

Heat Dl water to 60°C on a hot plate and stir in EDTA until dissolved.

•

Add H2O2 and return to 60°C.

•

Place sample in Ti etch for approximately 60s or until waveguide areas
become transparent.

•

Remove sample from Ti etch and rinse twice for 60s in DI water.

If the sample still has no defects after etching, it is ready to be ion-exchanged.
To avoid the Ag colloid problem, one must oxidize the Ti layer by placing it in a
preheated oxidation oven at 280°C for 16-24 hours. IOG-10 is very sensitive to thermal
shock so when ready to perform the ion exchange, the sample should be transferred
directly from the oxidation oven to the salt melt in the ion exchange oven. Similarly,
once the ion exchange has been completed, the sample should be returned to the
oxidation oven where the residual salt will crystallize at the lower temperature and
prevent any further ion exchange. The slightly lower temperature also reduces stress
placed on the sample when the salt crystallizes my slowing down the phase transition
process. The entire ion exchange process is as follows:
•

16-24 hour Ti oxidation at 280°C in oxidation oven.

•

Transfer sample to ion exchange oven for a 20-minute ion exchange in a
AgNOa/NaNO,! salt mixture at 313°C.

•

Transfer sample back to oxidation oven for 5-minute cool down.

•

Remove sample from oxidation oven and cool at room temperature for 10
minutes.

•

Rinse sample three times in DI water for 5 minutes, 10 minutes, and 2
minutes.

After ion exchange is completed, the slab waveguide created on the rear surface
of the sample may be tested in a prism coupler as discussed in chapter 2.2.2 to compare
with other similar samples. Finally another Ti etch is performed until the entire sample

becomes transparent indicating the Ti mask layer has been completely removed. The
sample is now ready for the field assisted burial step.
For a field-assisted burial, a custom burial oven designed by Optonex inc. is used.
The glass wafer is sandwiched between two molten salt chambers that are electrically
isolated from each other, with the top surface of the sample facing the anode chamber. A
positive voltage is applied to the anode side and the cathode is grounded to produce a
potential difference across the sample. Both anode and cathode chambers are filled with
a mixture of 37.7% NaNOs, 62.3% NaN02 molar weight to take advantage of the reduced
melting point of the eutectic mixture, thus allowing the burial to take place at a lower
temperature that is less damaging to the oven. The entire burial process is as follows:
•

Load both anode and cathode chambers with 37.7% NaNOs, 62.3% NaN02
eutectic mixture.

•

Place a dummy sample between the two chambers and heat the oven to 270°C
for a minimum of 3 hours to ensure all the salt has melted.

•

Apply a vacuum to both chambers for 30 minutes to remove any air bubbles
that may be in the salt.

•

Remove dummy sample and replace with the sample to be buried.

•

Apply a vacuum to both chambers for 5 additional minutes to ensure a proper
seal.

•

Flip the oven chambers and sample upside down to allow the molten salt to
cover the sample completely and simultaneously turn on the applied voltage.
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•

Bury the waveguides for 2-4 hours at the desired voltage, then turn off the
applied voltage and flip the oven chambers and sample back to the upright
position.

•

Remove sample using pre-heated implements to reduce thennal shock at the
point of contact and place onto a preheated hot plate.

•

Turn off hot plate and allow sample to cool gradually to room temperature.

Once the sample has cooled completely, the salt may be rinsed off using DI water. The
fully cleaned sample is now ready for dicing and polishing then testing of the device
performance.
3.2

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYZING RING RESONATOR
PERFORMANCE
The buried waveguide mode profile is a close match to a standard single mode

fiber so butt coupling of a fiber to the waveguide is the easiest way to launch light into
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Fig. 3.2.1

Ring resonator characterization setup. The visible HeNe source and tunable 1550nm source
are combined using a 3dB coupler then butt coupled into the sample. The output can be
observed on either an IR detector or an IR CCD camera.
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the waveguide. The test setup used to make all waveguide measurements is shown in
Fig. 3.2.1. To aid in alignment of launch fiber to test waveguide, visible light from a
HeNe laser is combined with light from the 1550nm tunable laser using a 3dB coupler.
The output from the 3dB coupler is then butt coupled to the waveguide sample with a 5axis precision translation stage. The output is collected by an objective lens that focuses
light onto either an IR detector or an IR CCD camera. For mode profile measurements,
the IR CCD camera is used with the output connected to a standard computer controlled
image acquisition card. For throughput and finesse measurements, the IR detector is used
with the output connected to a computer controlled data acquisition card.
Birefringence in the ring resonator waveguide will result in a different resonant
condition for TE and TM polarizations. To isolate one polarization or to balance the two
polarizations, a fiber based polarization controller is inserted between the tunable laser
and the 3dB coupler. The wavelength of the tunable laser is then scanned to produce the
desired resonance diagram. By triggering the start of the wavelength scan and beginning
of data acquisition with an output port of the data acquisition card, the wavelength at each
data point may be calibrated to produce an absolute measurement of output signal as a
function of wavelength.
3.3

THE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER TEST STRUCTURE
The coupling efficiency of the directional coupler for a ring resonator has been

shown to be a very important design parameter. Since it is difficult to accurately measure
the coupling efficiency from the resonator performance, it is useful to include directional
coupler test structures in the ring resonator mask design. The coupling depends on the
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Fig. 3.3.1

Typical directional coupler test structure. The coupling efficiency K depends on the
separation of the waveguides at their point of closest approach.

waveguide separation and mode confinement, so several test structures of directional
couplers may be included to determine the optimum coupler separation for a given
fabrication process. Fig. 3.3.1 shows the form of the directional coupler test structure.
To accurately determine the coupling efficiency, four separate measurements /«,„ are
taken for each combination of input (1,2) and output (3,4) port. The coupling efficiency
of the test structure is given by (see Appendix B for derivation):

It is easy to include a directional coupler test structure for each ring resonator design on
the waveguide mask. From one sample, it is then possible to determine both the
propagation loss of the ring resonator waveguide from the finesse and dip factor, as well
as the optimum coupler spacing for any desired performance.
3.4

ANALYSIS OF FABRICATED DEVICES
During the course of establishing a fabrication technique for producing high

performance ring resonators, several dozen samples were created. Recalling Fig. 2.1.11,
a smaller coupling efficiency corresponds to a larger finesse when coupling and
propagation losses are balanced giving a dip factor of 1. If the resonator is undercoupled, the device will resonate but have a much lower dip factor at a given finesse.
Similarly, if the resonator is over-coupled, the dip factor will also be reduced, but there
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Sample
ID

Type of
Resonator

Rl-5

12 |xm SAR

R2-6

14 |j,m SAR

R3-2

12 |.im SAR

R4-1

12^mSAR

R4-4

12 ^m SAR

R4-7

12 |j,m SAR

R4-9

12|.imSAR

R5-1

12 |im
DAR Gyro

R8-1

14 |.im SAR

R9-1

12 |a,m
DAR Gyro

Rll-2

14 ^im SAR

Table 3.4.1

Ion
Exchange
Parameters
20 min
~3 |a,m
@311°C
20 min
~3 |im
@3irc
20 min
~5 |xm
@311°C
20 min
3.2 |j,m
@311°C
20 min
3-4 fim
@311°C
20 min
3-4 |im
@311°C
20 min
~3 |J,m
@311°C
20 min
~3 |a.m
@311°C
20 min
3.4-3.5 |a,m
@311°C
18 min
3.2-3.3 |J,m
@311°C
20 min
3.2 |xm
@315°C

Waveguide
Opening

Burial
Coupling
Parameters Efficiency
240 min
@600V
240 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
240 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
240 min
@600V
240 min
@1000V
240 min
@600V
180 min
@1000V

Finesse

Dip
Factor

0.0108

24.19

0.185

0.0095

9.05

0.43

0.2051

12

0.55

0.0643

22.37

0.712

0.0954

11.8

0.514

0.2576

5.8

0.48

0.0542

6

0.11

0.0371

15.04,
13.42

0.197,
0.241

0.0875

13.44

0.201

0.0823

12.75

0.699

0.0230

15.02

0.204

Functional device parameters of best performing ring resonator device samples. All ion
exchanges for these samples were performed in a 10% AgNOs salt melt.

will be a sharp drop-off in finesse as the cutoff for maximum finesse is approached at a
given coupling efficiency.
The fiinctional device parameters of the best performing samples are shown in
Table 3.4.1. As indicated, the best performing SARs are samples Rl-5 and R4-1 with
corresponding propagation losses of 0.09-0.1 dB/cm. Fig. 3.4.1 shows the measured
resonance output for sample Rl-5 while Fig. 3.4.2 shows the results for sample R4-1.
The small coupling efficiency and dip factor for Rl-5 indicates that it is under-coupled.
By increasing the coupling efficiency as in sample R4-1, there is a slight decrease in the
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Fig. 3.4.1

Resonance output diagram of SAR sample Rl-5. The finesse and dip factor are 24.19 and
0.185 respectively.

finesse but a large increase in dip factor, indicating that this device is close to optimum
for the given fabrication parameters.
Samples R3-2 and R4-7 are classic cases of over-coupling, where the dip factor
and finesse both decrease with increasing coupling. An increase in coupling from 20% to
25% between these two samples results in a slight decrease in dip factor but the finesse
decreases by a factor of two. If the samples were instead under-coupled, the finesse and
dip factor would increase with increasing coupling.
Samples R2-6 and R8-1 show anomalous results based on the theoretical
calculations from Fig. 2.1.11. For the case of sample R2-6, the coupling of less than 1%
should not yield a dip factor of better than 0.4 with a finesse of less than 70. For the case
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Fig. 3.4.2

Resonance output diagram of SAR sample R4-1. The finesse and dip factor are 22.37 and
0.712 respectively.

of sample R8-1, a finesse of 13 should produce a dip factor of approximately 0.6 for 10%
coupling as seen in sample R4-4. These anomalous results are likely due to defects in the
directional coupler test structures producing uncertainty in the coupling efficiency where
the measured coupling of R2-6 is likely too low and that of R8-1 is likely too high for the
measured finesse and dip factor. It is important to look at all parameters of the device
performance; the finesse, dip factor and coupling efficiency before determining the best
course of action for achieving improvement in future designs. While the directional
coupler test structures are useful tools for determining the coupling efficiency of a ring
resonator, defects in the structure can cause a significant reduction in measured power
that increases measurement uncertainty. Defects near the coupling region of a test
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Resonance output diagram ofDAR gyro sample R9-1. The finesse and dip factor are 12.75
and 0.699 respectively.

structure can significantly alter the performance of the directional coupler and give
anomalous results for the coupling efficiency.
The DAR samples R5-1 and R9-1 that were designed in a gyro configuration (see
chapter 5) are also interesting to analyze. The resonance diagram for sample R9-1 is
shown in Fig. 3.4.3. Both devices have similar performance, however with the increased
coupling of sample R9-1, there is a small decrease in the measured finesse but a large
increase in the dip factor of the resonance. Recalling Fig. 2.1.12, this trend indicates that
both samples may be under-coupled with R9-1 having close to optimum performance.
The trend can also be seen through examination of the two arms of sample R5-1
independently. For the left arm, a finesse of ~15 and dip factor of -20% was observed
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Sample
ID

Type of
Resonator

Waveguide
Opening

Rl-5

12 |im SAR

~3 )a,m

R3-2

12 |im SAR

~5 |xm

R4-1

12[imSAR

3.2 |j,m

R4-4

12 l^m SAR

3-4 |J,m

R4-7

12 i^m SAR

3-4 |im

R4-9

12 |j,m SAR

-3 |.im

R5-1

12 jO-m
DAR Gyro

-3 |J,m

R8-1

14 |im SAR

3.4-3.5 |im

R9-1

12 |J,ra
DAR Gyro

3.2-3.3 |J,m

Rll-2

14 H-m SAR

3.2 jj^m

Table 3.4.2

Ion
Exchange
Parameters
20 min
@3irc
20 min
@311°C
20 min
@3irc
20 min
@311°C
20 min
@3I1°C
20 min
(a),311°C
20 min
@311°C
20 min
@311°C
18 min
@31 rc
20 min
@315°C

Burial
Parameters
240 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
240 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
210 min
@600V
240 min
@600V
240 min
@1000V
240 min
@600V
180 min
@1000V

Mode
Width
(M,m)

Mode
Height
(Hm)

10.92

9.93

13.37

11.95

12.04

11.05

12.77

11.14

12.64

11.01

12.60

10.97

12.69

12.00

13.24

11.44

12.94

11.27

12.00

10.62

Mode profile measurement results of the best performing ring resonator device samples. All
mode dimensions were measured to the 1/e^ irradiance level of the mode.

while the right ami had a finesse of-13.5 and dip factor of-24%. The difference in
performance between the two arms is likely due to slight differences in the
coupling efficiency for each directional coupler. The right arm with presumably larger
coupling showed the characteristic slight drop in finesse and increase in dip factor typical
of an under-coupled DAR. Both devices had sufficient performance to work well as
integrated optic gyroscopes and will be discussed further in chapter 5.
Measurements of mode profiles using an IR CCD camera as outlined in section
3.2 were also performed on each of the samples in question. The results of these
measurements with mode dimensions measured to the 1/e^ points of irradiance are shown
in Table 3.4.2. For direct comparison of results, a standard SMF-28 fiber mode was
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Mode profile measurements of a) SMF-28 fiber, b) sample Rl-5, c) sample R4-1 and d)
sample R9-1. Contours are plotted every 15% of the maximum irradiance.

measured using the same apparatus with measured width of 12.69 |im and measured
height of 13.98 [im. Contour plots of the measured profiles for a SMF-28 fiber, sample
Rl-5, sample R4-1, and sample R9-1 are shown in Fig. 3.4.4. Each plot is centered at the
centroid of the mode since the absolute location of the surface is unknown. As expected,
the mode profiles of each sample closely match that of the single mode fiber. While the
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Theoretical mode profiles for a 20-minute ion exchange and 4-hour burial at 600V with a)
Ann,ax=0.075, b) Ann,ax=0.04855. Contours are plotted every 15% of maximum irradiance.

measured dimensions of the mode for each sample are less than those of the single mode
fiber, the magnitude is larger than expected due to a convolution of the point spread
function for the imaging optics with the mode profile.
The theoretical model of chapter 2 predicts a mode profile for the waveguide as
shown in Fig. 3.4.5. The simulation uses the ion exchange and burial parameters that
were used to fabricate samples Rl-5 and R4-1 for both the standard and reduced values
of Arimajc- The theoretical mode profiles are much smaller than the experimentally
measured mode profiles. Part of this is due to the effect of the point spread fiinction of
the imaging optics, which is estimated to be a gaussian with FWHM of 1 |a.m, and part is
likely caused by additional thermal annealing in the warm up and cool down processes
for both the ion exchange and burial. Incorporating these extra thermal anneals into the
modeling would prove quite difficult since it would require a calibration of the sample
temperature as a function of time during warm up and cool down for both processes.
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4. WAVEGUIDE BIREFRINGENCE MEASUREMENT USING A RING
RESONATOR
4.1

APPLICATIONS OF WAVEGUIDE BIREFRINGENCE MEASUREMENTS
FOR INTEGRATED OPTIC DEVICES
Waveguide birefringence {An) is defined as the difference between the effective

refractive indices of transverse electric {ute) and transverse magnetic (k™) modes. For
many sensor and communications applications, it is necessary to create low birefringence
waveguides to reduce factors such as polarization dependent loss. This makes
birefringence an important parameter that must be considered in the design of optical
waveguide devices. One important example where it is necessary to have low
birefringence devices is for arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) [81, 82].
AWGs have become essential components in wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) transmission systems. In the presence of birefringence, AWG devices
experience polarization dependent loss (PDL) and a polarization dependent wavelength
shift in the transmission spectrum. Since a polarization dependent wavelength shift
affects the crosstalk between channels, both birefringence-induced effects reduce the
performance of the AWG. Integrated optic AWGs are most commonly fabricated using
silica-on-silicon technology, which typically has relatively high levels of birefringence on
the order of 10"''. The corresponding pass wavelength shift for this level of birefringence
is 0.1 Inm making dense WDM (DWDM) impractical. To address this problem, several
different techniques have been implemented.
Takahashi et al. [83] used a thin film layer of amorphous silicon to reduce the
birefringence to 5.6x10"^ or a wavelength shift of 0.06 nm. This permitted demonstration

of a 16-channel WDM system with 0.8 mn spacing (100 GHz). Inoue et al. [84] were
able to completely eliminate birefringence in a WDM system through the insertion of a
free space half wave plate at the center of the multiplexer, however free space optics are
generally less desirable due to packaging issues and larger insertion losses. Suzuki et al.
[85] used doped silica glass to achieve AWGs with a birefringence of-2.8xl0"^ or a
polarization induced wavelength shift of -0.03 nm. Ojha et al. [86] achieved similar
performance by matching the thermal coefficient of expansion of the overcladding to the
silicon substrate. Kilian et al. [87] used flame hydrolysis deposition (FHD) to form an
overcladding that reduced birefringence to < 1.8x10"^ or a shift of 0.02 nm. Finally, Park
et al. [88] used a thermal quenching technique to reduce the polarization dependent shift
of an AWG from 0.08 nm to 0.01 nm with polarization dependent loss reduced from 1.5
dB to 0.22 dB.
AWGs have also been fabricated using other materials. Soole et al. [89]
employed InP waveguides to create an 8 x 1.6 nm AWG filter with no measurable
polarization shift or birefringence indicating a polarization dependent shift less than 0.01
nm. Buchold and Voges [90] reported an 8-channel 50 GHz AWG made using buried
ion-exchanged waveguides in lOG-10 glass. The polarization dependent wavelength
shift for these waveguides was 0.02 nm implying a birefringence of 1.9x10'^. Each of
these reported birefringence values are an estimate calculated by measuring the
wavelength shift in an AWG sample. For the next generation of birefringence reduction
processes, a more accurate and sensitive birefringence measurement technique would be
beneficial in optimizing fabrication parameters.
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AWGs are not the only devices whose performance depends on the level of
birefringence. Integrated optic magneto-optic current sensors [91] used by the electric
power industry also require low levels of birefringence. The basic principle of the
magneto-optic current sensor takes advantage of the Faraday effect. An optical wave
propagating in an optical medium will experience a rotation of its plane of polarization
that is proportional to the line integral of the magnetic field along the optical path. Since
this Faraday rotation is much smaller than the birefringence accumulated during
propagation through typical glass waveguides. This birefringence acts as a weighting
factor for the sensor output. To keep this weighting factor greater than 80%, the
birefringence must be less than 1x10'*'. It is this strict requirement on the level of
birefringence that has limited the sensitivity of typical magneto-optic current sensors.
The performance of the filters and sensors based on ring resonators discussed in
chapter 1.3 also depend on the level of birefringence in the resonator. Since the resonant
wavelength depends on the effective index of the resonator waveguide, any change in the
polarization can result in a shift from resonance when birefringence is present. To
maintain device performance, it is necessary to either monitor and adjust the input
polarization or eliminate birefringence from the device. For highly sensitive devices with
large finesse and small free spectral range, this effect is especially pronounced and must
be addressed. This further lends relevance to the need for an accurate and sensitive
measurement technique for ultra low levels of birefringence.
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4.2

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO WAVEGUIDE BIREFRINGENCE
There are two general classes of waveguide birefringence, form birefringence and

material birefringence. Form birefringence is induced whenever any asymmetry exists in
the waveguide. Interaction of a buried or surface channel waveguide with the surface
will result in form birefringence since the boundary conditions at the surface prevent the
mode from extending beyond the evanescent region above the surface. This surface
induced form birefringence results in a higher effective index for TE than TM. Form
birefringence also commonly occurs in silica-on-silicon waveguides and both surface and
buried ion-exchanged waveguides before annealing. The dimensions of the waveguide
core determine the sign of the form birefringence where the wider dimension has the
higher effective index.
Material birefringence can occur naturally anisotropic materials such as quartz
that has a fast and slow axis of propagation due to the crystalline structure of the material.
Another source of material birefringence that is particularly common in ion-exchanged
waveguides is expansive or contractive stress induced birefringence due to variation in
the glass volume. Brandenburg [92] performed an extensive study on stress induced
effects in ion-exchanged glass waveguides and his notation will be used.
Volume changes occur during the ion exchange process because the exchanged
ions generally have different ionic radii. The thermal expansion coefficient of the
exchanged glass is also generally different from that of the substrate or non-exchanged
glass so when the sample is cooled down after the ion-exchange process, stress will also
be induced. Defining the following symbols:

T R , Tp

room temperature and process temperatures,

ca , cb

molefractions of ions diffusing into (A) and out of (B) the glass,

c'a, c'b

initial molefractions before ion exchange,

L(T, ck)

length,

£

strain (expansion, contraction).

The expansion after ion exchange may be expressed by:
r — r \r —

-rrz—;—n a ^'^ b ) '

£ - £ I + £ T -

ri t n
(4.2.1)

where the expansion generated by the different ionic radii is given by:

and the expansion generated by the change in thennal expansion is given by:

„ _
'

A ^ ^ B ) ~ ^ ^ R ^ ^ A^^B^ _ ^ ^ p - ' ' ^ A ^ ^ B ^ ~
L[T„ c\, c',)
L [ T r,&„c',)

M9
'

with the first term describing the expansion when the glass is heated from TR to Tp before
ion exchange and the second term is the contraction during the cooling after ion
exchange.
For the case of a slab waveguide, the exchanged region can only expand or
contract in the x-direction normal to the surface while expansion or contraction in the
other directions generate stress. This causes the stress component Oi to vanish with the
other stress components being equal
fT, = 0,
r ^

.

r4.2.4)
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The stress profile for the other two directions is given by:

(^) = 7^ I
l - ^ lV

(4.2.5)

-- f
fY *
Of"

where d is the thickness of the sample, E is Young's modulus, a is coefficient of thermal

expansion for the glass and fi is Poisson's ratio. For the more complicated case of a
channel waveguide, none of the stress components vanish and all components are
different:
cr^ {x, y) ^ cr^, {x, y) ^ a.{x, y).

(4.2.6)

hi general, Ox is smaller than Oy because lateral diffusion has a greater extent in the ydirection than the x-direction and the glass can expand/contract at the surface reducing
the stress component. The index of refraction is related to the stress components by the
elastooptic coefficients C/ and C2 according to:

rij.^ =

^TM

+ CiO-,, + Q (cT^ + a.),

(4.2.7)

^2

^z\

f4.2.8)

^2 )•

(4.2.9)

^0

V

The stress-induced birefringence is then given by:

^TE ~

~ (^v

If the stress and form induced birefringence have different signs, it is possible to
engineer integrated optic devices so that the two components balance each other leaving
zero net birefringence. This technique will be explored further for the case of buried ionexchanged waveguides in section 6 of this chapter.
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4.3

CURRENT WAVEGUIDE BIREFRINGENCE MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES
Accurate measurements of low birefringence values less than 1x10"'' can be

difficult to make, especially for channel waveguides. The most common method for
measuring the effective index of a waveguide is prism-coupling [58]. A prism coupler
uses a prism of higher index placed in optical contact with the waveguide sample. A
laser is then coupled through the prism into the sample. The angle of incidence is
adjusted until total internal reflection occurs at the boundary. Knowing the index of
refraction of the prism («/>) and angle of incidence (0,), the index of refraction of the
sample (ns) can be obtained from Snell's law:
lis = n p sine..

(4.3.i)

By varying the polarization of the incident light, it is possible to explicitly
measure the effective index for TE and TM polarizations to determine the birefringence
of the sample. While this technique is relatively simple, it is ftinctionally limited to a
resolution of -10"'^. Another major drawback is the difficulty of measuring channel
waveguides since this requires very accurate positioning of the incident beam onto a
waveguide that may be only a few microns wide. Finally, prism coupling is only able to
measure the surface index of a sample so it is not possible to measure the birefringence
for buried waveguide samples.
Grating coupling [93] is an alternative method used to measure the effective index
of surface waveguides. For this method, a sub-wavelength grating of period a is written
onto the surface of the waveguides using a plasma or reactive ion etching procedure.
Light of wavelength A, is then launched into the waveguide and the grating will couple a
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portion of the propagated mode out of the waveguide. This out-coupled light is directed
onto a camera and the diffracted angle ^is measured for grating order tn. The effective
index of the waveguide may be calculated from the grating equation:
- sin 0 =-^.

(4.3.2)

a

Since the wavelength and grating period are generally well known, the
measurement accuracy of this method is limited by the ability to accurately determine the
diffraction angle. Typical measurement accuracy is on the order of 10"''. The major
advantage of the grating coupler method over the prism coupler method is the ability to
measure the effective index of a channel waveguide instead of just a slab waveguide. It
is still limited to surface waveguides instead of buried waveguides, but the main
disadvantage is in having to etch the grating onto the waveguide. Etching alters the
performance of the waveguide making it a destructive test, and the difficulty involved
with alignment of the grating to the waveguide makes this method generally undesirable.
The double Lloyd's interferometer [94] has also been employed to measure
birefringence. In a double Lloyd's interferometer, a source is placed above the surface of
the sample. Part of the light reaching the surface will be reflected and part will refract
into the sample. Total internal reflection of the refracted light will occur at some depth
below the surface depending on the angle of incidence and the index profile of the
sample. The reflected light exits the sample and interferes with light reflected from the
top surface producing an interference pattern. Since the phase shift of the reflected light
is dependent upon the optical path within the sample medium, the index of refraction may
be determined as a function of depth. Once again, this measurement technique is
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typically limited to an accuracy of-10"'^ due to the angular measurements involved. Like
the prism coupler method, it is difficult to measure channel waveguides by this technique
and only surface waveguides may be measured.
To achieve much greater measurement sensitivity, it is necessary to incorporate
either a Babinet-Soleil compensator [95] or combinations of quarter and half wave plates
[96] to measure the phase difference {A0) induced between TE and TM polarizations
after propagating through the sample of length L
=

f4.3.3)
A

Once the phase difference is measured for a given length L , the sample may be cut to a
new length L' and the new phase difference

is measured. If the change in length

{AL) is accurately measured, the birefringence in the sample may be calculated explicitly

.
..
X (A^ - AO')
A N=N t e - N T M = — ^ ( 4 . 3 . 4 )
™

In

[L-U)

Measurement accuracies of 10"^ to 10"^ have been reported using these methods with the
ability to measure surface or buried waveguides. The main disadvantage associated with
these approaches is the fact that they require cutting of the sample to induce a measurable
phase change. This prevents active measurements of any changes in birefringence for the
same sample that is necessary to characterize a low birefringence waveguide fabrication
process or to tune the birefringence of a sample to a predetermined value.
An alternative approach to making this measurement is to fabricate a ring
resonator and monitor its resonant transmission behavior. The sensitive nature of the
resonance behavior to the index of refraction of the ring resonator waveguide makes it an
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ideal birefringence measurement tool. The following sections will show that ring
resonators can be used for both buried and surface waveguides in a non-destructive
fashion with measurement accuracy of 10'® or better [17].

4.4

EFFECT OF WAVEGUIDE BIREFRINGENCE ON RING RESONATOR
PERFORMANCE
The resonance properties of a ring resonator have been shown to be highly

dependent upon the effective index of the resonator waveguides. The spectral position of
each resonant dip is determined by:
OPL = I tt RN - mX,

(4-4-1)

where the group index is given in terms of the effective index by;
f4.4,2)

In the presence of waveguide birefringence, the group index will be different for TE and
TM polarizations so the corresponding resonant wavelengths will also be different
(4.4.3)
m + -~
I
2)

X

=

InRNr

(4 4 4)

m+

V

2,

This shift in the relative resonance positions for TE and TM polarizations can be seen if
the polarization of the launched light is adjusted to have equal TE and TM components.
A resonance image for a typical birefringent ring resonator sample is shown in Fig. 4.4.1.
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The FSR of the resonator also depends on the effective index through the group
index
FSR = —
2nRN

(

4

.

4

.

5

)

So in the presence of waveguide birefringence, there will be a different FSR for TE and
TM polarizations as well. The different FSRs cause the separation between the resonant
dips for TE and TM polarizations to change as the order number increases. The rate of
change of this separation is dependent on the level of birefringence so this property can

be used to measure the waveguide birefringence of the ring resonator.
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4.5

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING WAVEGUIDE
BIREFRINGENCE
We've seen that the presence of waveguide birefringence induces a shift in both the

resonance position and FSR of a ring resonator. The difference in FSR between TE and
TM polarizations (AFSR) in a birefringent waveguide is proportional to the level of
birefringence
1
2kR N TM

AFSR=FSR^,^ -FSR^ e

1

N TE

(4.5.1)

Rearranging the terms and expanding the group indices into their component terms,
AFSR may be expressed as:

^TE
2kR

^TM
A

riTf - A

^

dX

dX

dfljr
—

" dX

^TM

A)

dnTM

(4.5.2)

dX

In optical materials far from any dispersion resonances, the dispersion is a slowly
varying fiinction, so for low levels of birefringence (<10"'*) where this method is most

drijE ^
dX

~

dX

dX'

usefial, the difference in dispersion between TE and TM modes is small.
For a typical optical glass such as BK7, the dispersion over a 10 nm range around 1550
nm is approximately-1.24x10"^ |im"'. Given a birefringence of 1x10"* this assumption
produces an error of only 0.013% in the measured birefringence. The equation for AFSR
now simplifies to:
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An

AFSR =
ikr

dn

n- X

! + A« - A

hx

dn

(4.5.4)

dX

This may be further simpHfied by substituting the gi'oup index into the denominator terms
An

AFSR-^

2nR {N){N + An)'

(4.5.5)

Solving for the birefringence explicitly, the result is:
^FSR{Nf

An

(4.5.6)
A. • m^sr{n)
2nR

but we've seen in Eq. (4.4.5) that the FSR of the ring resonator is given by:
;2
'

FSR=

(4.5.7)

ITTRN

One further substitution and rearrangement of terms gives:
AFSR ^
An •

f 12 \
A)
ylnR j

1 ^

FSR \ F S R J
AFSR

(4.5.8)

1 -

FSR

Defining a new parameter m as:
ni •

AFSR

(4.5.9)

FSR

An =

X'

m

L {\-m)FSR'

the birefringence may be simply expressed as:

(4.5.10)
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The change in separation between resonant dips for TE and TM polarizations can
be measured as a function of wavelength and is plotted in Fig 4.5.1. The change in
separation between TE and TM resonant dips over one free spectral range is simply the
AFSR term. So the rate of change in the separation between resonant dips as a function

of wavelength is simply the parameter m from Eq. (4.5.9)
Aseparation
FSR

=

AFSR

(4.5.11)

= m.

FSR

Therefore, a simple measurement of the FSR and the change in separation
between TE and TM resonant dips as a function of wavelength is sufficient to determine
the magnitude of the birefringence in a ring resonator. Since this term can be quite small.
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Fig. 4.5.1 Change in separation between TE and TM polarization dip positions as a function of
wavelength. The slope of this line is determined by the difference in free spectral range
between the two polarizations.
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it is typically necessary to measure the change in separation over many free spectral
ranges to decrease the measurement uncertainty.
Additionally, if the polarization of each resonance is measured, the sign of the
birefringence can be determined by simply knowing that the polarization with larger FSR
must have a smaller effective index according to Eq. (4.5.7). For a given pair of resonant
dips, if the separation between the dips decreases as a function of wavelength, the FSR of
the left dip must be larger than the FSR of the right dip. Conversely, if the separation
between dips increases as a function of wavelength, the FSR of the right dip must be
larger than the FSR of the left dip.
Knowing the sign of the birefringence can be important. In the case of ionexchanged glass waveguides the form birefringence induced by the ion exchange and
burial process typically favors a larger TE effective index, while compressive stresses
induced in the glass by the Ag^ ions favor TM [92]. By balancing these two competing
factors, it is possible to create zero birefringence waveguides. It is also possible to
extract the effect of bend-induced birefringence in the ring with a race track type
resonator [6]. If a ring and race track resonator are fabricated on the same chip, with the
same bend radius, the difference in measured birefringence between the two resonators
will be entirely due to the additional straight sections in the race track design. This
would allow the contribution of the curved sections to the birefringence of the waveguide
to be isolated from the straight sections.
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4.6

EFFECT OF THERMAL ANNEALING ON WAVEGUIDE BIREFRINGENCE
Buried ion-exchanged waveguides are especially useful for studying waveguide

birefringence because thermal diffusion naturally reduces the form birefringence
component. If a waveguide sample is reheated to an elevated temperature, thermal
diffusion will cause Ag^ ions to migrate from areas of high concentration to areas of low
concentration [97], thus symmetrizing and expanding the mode and reducing its form
birefringence. In chapters 2 and 3, the index profile of a typical buried ion-exchanged
waveguide in IOG-10 glass is asymmetric, causing a larger effective index for TE than
for TM (nxE > nTw). If the waveguides are still close enough to the surface that there will
be significant interaction, the surface will also induce form birefringence in the
waveguide with a larger TE component than TM. Thermal diffusion will further increase
the surface-induced form birefringence for a shallow buried waveguide due to increased
surface interaction with the expanding mode.
Stress-induced birefringence for these waveguides is opposite in sign since njM >
njE [92]. It is largely created during the ion exchange and burial process depending on
the width of the mask opening, the concentration of Ag^ ions in the salt melt, and the ion
exchange and burial temperatures. Thermal annealing will only have minor effects on the
stress birefringence through the thermal expansion component of Eq. (4.2.3). So thermal
annealing in a completely buried waveguide causes the initially dominant form
birefringence to decrease to the point where it exactly matches the stress-induced
birefringence leaving zero net birefringence. Further annealing will continue to decrease
the form birefringence leaving only stress-induced birefringence. If the waveguide is
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only shallow buried, the birefringence may start to increase with continued annealing as
the surface interaction and corresponding form birefringence increases.
To observe birefringence with thermal annealing, a standard ring resonator was
fabricated using a 20-minute ion exchange in 10% AgNOs. The waveguides were buried
using a 3-hour burial at lOOOV to ensure sufficient burial beneath the surface. The initial
FSR was determined to be 17.939 + 0.005pm using a statistical analysis of 4 separate
measurements of -110 resonances. The change in resonance separation vs. wavelength
for this sample before any thermal anneals is shown in Fig. 4.6.1 with the average slope
over 4 separate measurements being -5.554x10"^ + 2x10"®. The corresponding magnitude
of the birefringence is 8.5x10"^ ± 4x10'^. For each pair of resonance dips, the left dip was
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Fig, 4.6.1 Birefringence measurement for a ring resonator sample without any thermal annealing. The
negative slope implies that there is a net positive birefringence.

identified as being TM polarized and the right dip was TE polarized. Since the slope is
negative, the FSR of the left dip must be larger than that of the right dip and nxE > htmThe effect of thermal annealing on the birefringence of the ring resonator
waveguide was measured by placing the sample at room temperature in a 270°C oven for
a set amount of time. The sample was then removed from the oven and allowed to cool
to room temperature. Short anneal times were used to increase sensitivity early in the
anneal process; with successively longer anneal times as the waveguides diffuse. It was
therefore necessary to calibrate the diffusion process for different anneal times.
A thermocouple was placed within a ceramic sleeve to better approximate the
thermal mass of a glass sample. This thermocouple was then placed into the preheated
oven and the temperature was recorded as a function of time while heating. To convert
these temperature readings into an effective anneal time at 270°C, the difftision
coefficient for IOG-10 glass was calculated at each temperature according to the
Arrhenius expression of the diffusion coefficient given in Eq. (4.6.1) [63]

= 1.581x10"' exp

^ 1.540U-10'^
T

f4.6.n

By integrating the diffusion coefficient over the anneal time and dividing by the diffusion
coefficient at 270°C, the effective anneal time at 270°C can be calculated. Fig. 4.6.2
shows a plot of effective anneal time at 270°C as a function of time in the oven. Note
that after approximately 10 minutes in the oven, the temperature of the sample has
stabilized at 270°C. This effective diffusion time method is also useful for relating
anneals at different temperatures if necessary.
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11me in Oven at 270C { m m )
Fig. 4.6.2 Effective anneal time relating the total diffusion of a sample as it heats from room
temperature in a preheated oven at 270°C to an equivalent total diffusion at 270°C.

The change in birefringence with thermal diffusion was measured for ten different
thermal anneal steps of the sample. 10 minute anneal steps were used initially then
progressively increased to 60 minute anneal steps until device performance degraded.
Fig. 4.6.3 shows a plot of the measured birefringence versus effective anneal time at
270°C. For each thermal anneal step, four different measurements of the birefringence
were taken over a 10 nm range from 1550 nm to 1560 nm and statistically averaged. The
uncertainty in the measurement for each individual birefringence measurement ranged
from 2x10'^ to 1x10"® but environmental changes between birefringence measurements
increased the total uncertainty to approximately 4x10'®. Taking more birefringence
measurements at each anneal step could further reduce this total uncertainty.
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Fig. 4.6.3 Effect of thermal annealing on birefringence. As the birefringent waveguide sample is
thermally annealed, form birefringence is removed leaving only stress birefringence.

The device originally had a positive birefringence, indicating that form
birefringence was the dominant effect in the waveguide. As the sample was annealed,
thermal diffusion in the waveguide quickly reduced this form birefringence to leave
stress-induced birefringence as the dominant effect and an overall negative birefringence.
A minimum birefringence of +0.4x10"^ + 0.4x10'^ was observed after a total effective
anneal time of 12.52 minutes. After approximately 30 minutes of effective anneal time,
all form birefringence appears to have been removed and the continued decrease in
measured birefringence is likely due to a change in the thermal expansion contribution to
the stress-induced birefringence.
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The birefringence measurement technique presented and demonstrated in this
chapter is a powerful alternative to previously reported techniques. Very low levels of
birefringence can be measured quite easily using a ring resonator without destroying the
device. This allows characterization of a waveguide fabrication process for producing
low birefringence waveguides to be easily performed. By using a combination of a ring
and a racetrack type resonator, it is also possible to isolate bend-induced birefringence
from straight waveguide birefringence. Finally through the use of thermal annealing, it is
possible to analyze the form and stress-induced components of the birefringence. This
presents the possibility of ftirther applications of this technique to measurements of the
thermal expansion properties of the substrate material.
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5. THE RING RESONATOR GYROSCOPE ROTATION SENSOR
Ring resonators have historically been used in gyroscope inertial sensor
applications beginning with the ring laser gyroscope [5, 7] and fiber optic based
configurations [98-103]. Both types of gyroscope take advantage of the Sagnac effect for
rotating rings to observe phase differences induced in counter-propagating beams within
the ring. While both designs have been employed with much success, each has
limitations on the level of performance [104-110], Cost benefits have typically limited
the implementation of optical gyroscopes to moderate to high performance applications.
The development of a low cost integrated optic gyroscope would open the door to
additional applications where mechanical or MEMS [111, 112] based gyroscopes are
typically used.
5.1

THEORY OF THE RING RESONATOR GYROSCOPE
The underlying principle of the integrated optic ring resonator gyroscope is the

Sagnac effect in rotating rings [4, 113]. When light of wavelength X propagates in a
rotating ring of diameter D and angular frequency Q, a phase shift {A(^ in the resonant
condition occurs given by:

^0 =

^
Ac

,

(5.1.1)

where c is the speed of light. This phase shift is a consequence of the relativistic Doppler
effect of light in a rotating inertial reference frame. If the ring is rotating in the direction
of propagation of the light, there will be a corresponding red shift in the resonant
wavelength and a positive phase shift A(/) will occur. If the ring is rotating opposite to the
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Fig. 5.1.1 Diagram of an integrated optic gyroscope rotating with angular frequency Q. The single
launch waveguide is split via a y-branch into the two arms of a DAR. Coupled light from
these two arms produces counter-propagating beams in the ring.

direction of propagation of the light, there will instead be a corresponding blue shift in
the resonant wavelength and a negative phase shift zl^will occur. By launching counterpropagating beams into the ring, the relative shift in resonant wavelengths between the
two beams will be lAcj) giving twice the resolution. To produce counter-propagating
beams in the ring, a double arm ring resonator format with a single input that is split via a
y-branch splitter is employed. A diagram of the proposed device is shown in Fig. 5.1.1.
When the device is rotated in the clockwise (CW) direction with angular
frequency Q, the left output arm, which provides the CW propagating beam, will
experience a Doppler red shift in the output signal. Consequently, the right output arm,
which provides the counterclockwise (CCW) propagating beam, will experience a
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Fig. 5.1.2 Effect of clockwise rotation of the gyroscope on the resonance signal for both clockwise
(CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) propagating signals.

Doppler blue shift in the output signal. To better observe this phenomenon, the signals
from both arms are plotted on the same graph in Fig. 5.1.2. When the sample is
stationary, both arms coincide (solid line), but when the sample is rotated, there is a
corresponding phase shift in opposite directions away from the stationary position. The
magnitude of this shift is directly proportional to the rotation rate as seen in Eq. 5.1.1.
Clearly the sensitivity range of the gyroscope is determined by the various
parameters of the ring resonator. Since the phase shift increases with increasing rotation
rate, a single measurement of the phase shift of each arm can uniquely determine the
rotation rate if: the phase shift is less than half the FSR of the ring resonator when the
direction of rotation is unknown; or the phase shift is less than the FSR of the ring
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resonator provided the direction of rotation is known. The reason being that the
periodicity of the resonant condition will cause confusion between adjacent resonances
for large shifts. A blue shift by half the FSR will produce a resonant dip at the same
position as a red shift by half the FSR. If the direction of rotation is known, then the
direction of the shift may be determined and this limitation is reduced to a shift by the
fiill FSR. If multiple measurements are taken as the sample accelerates, the total shift of
each resonant dip from its stationary position may be calculated to produce a wider
dynamic range. The limitations of the device for absolute measurement of the rotation
rate are then a function of the sampling rate during acceleration to ensure the phase shift
at each sampled point is resolvable.
A more important limitation on the sensitivity occurs for very low rates of
rotation. If the phase shift is a fraction of the FWHM for the resonant dip, the uncertainty
in the shifted resonant wavelength increases, causing an increased uncertainty in the
measured rotation rate. This uncertainty is a fianction of the finesse and dip factor for the
ring resonator. A larger finesse will produce a sharper drop off from the center of the
resonance, reducing the uncertainty. Similarly a larger dip factor will allow greater
contrast between the on and off resonance states of the device to reduce uncertainty.
These effects are largely constrained by shot noise caused by the amount of
photons detected and integrated for a given sampling rate. If the integration time is
sufficiently long, shot noise will be small and an accurate reconstruction of the resonant
profile will always be possible to give the corresponding phase shift. In some
applications where the rotation rate is known to be slowly varying, long integration times
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are tolerable. For most applications, it is desirable to have shorter integration times to
allow a feedback mechanism to make corrections to the angular velocity. The shot noise
limit for sensitivity incorporates each of these parameters in Eq. 5.1.2 (see Appendix C
for derivation)

Where B is the detection bandwidth, F is the finesse of the ring resonator, e is the charge
of an electron,

is the photodetector responsivity, Pd is the resonant optical power on

the photodetector and the other parameters are as previously defined. Pj is related to the
dip factor and output power Pout of the ring resonator by Eq. 5.1.3
Pd = Pou, • DipThe shot noise limited sensitivity

(5.1.3)

is usually expressed in degrees/hr"^. The

minimum detectable rotation rate is then obtained by dividing the shot noise limited
sensitivity by the square root of the integration time giving a rotation rate in degrees/hr.
5.2

ANALYSIS OF FABRICATED DEVICES
In chapter 3, samples R5-1 and R9-1 were analyzed for their performance as

DARs. Each sample was designed with a 12 |a,m directional coupler separation. R5-1
used a standard ion exchange of 20 minutes at 311°C in 10% AgNOs, whereas sample
R9-1 used an 18 minute ion exchange. This reduced ion exchange time caused a
reduction in the mode confinement, thereby increasing the coupling in the directional
coupler from 3.71% to 8.23%). Since both devices appear to be under coupled, the
increased coupling improved the performance by slightly reducing the finesse from 15 to
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Fig. 5.2.1 Resonance output diagram for right arm of DAR gyro sample R5-1. The finesse and dip
factor are 13.42 and 0.241 respectively.

12.75 and greatly increasing the dip factor from 0.2 to 0.7. The resonance diagram for
sample R9-1 was previously shown in Fig. 3.4.3 so for comparison, the equivalent
resonance diagram for the right arm sample R5-1 is shown in Fig. 5.2.1. To calculate the
expected performance for these devices, some assumptions must be made about the
typical parameters for different components of the packaged device.
First, the spectral linewidth of the laser source must be much less than the FWHM
of the resonant dip to prevent significant broadening of the measured resonance signal.
External cavity tunable lasers and Er^^ doped fiber lasers have sufficiently narrow
linewidth, however they are typically too costly for the desired range of applications.
Typical 1550 nm DFB lasers may currently be obtained at a reasonable price with
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spectral linewidths ranging from 1-10 MHz (0.008-0.08 pm). Given that the FSR is
approximately 18 pm for the designed device, these sources will have spectral linewidths
less than 10% of the FWHM for devices with maximum finesse of 225-22.5.
The next concern of the light source is the amount of power that may be coupled
into and out of the ring resonator sample. The excellent matching of the waveguide mode
to the mode of a single mode fiber (see Fig. 3.4.4) suggests using fiber pigtailed laser
sources and directly bonding fibers to the input and output ends of the coupling
waveguide. This would certainly provide the least amount of coupling loss and permit a
throughput of 80% or better. For a fiber pigtailed laser with output power of 2 mW, this
would couple 1.6 mW into the gyro (Pow/=l-6 mW). Fiber bonding can be a complicated
process that adds to the manufacturing costs and results in a bulkier device, so while free
space coupling would decrease the device throughput, it may be desirable for some
applications. For free space optics; typical coupling would be 25-50% of the output
power from the laser. Again, assuming that the laser emits 2 mW of power, Pom would
be 0.5-1.0 mW. Infrared detectors used for either device configuration at 1550 nm have a
typical responsivity of 5R = 0.9 A/W.
The shot noise limited sensitivity may now be calculated using these parameters.
Table 5.2.1 shows a comparison of the anticipated shot noise limited performance using
Eq. 5.1.2 for packaged devices of samples R5-1 and R9-1. Both the fiber bonded and
free space coupled cases are examined in Table 5.2.1. While the shot noise limit is not
achievable in practice, it is usually reasonable to expect performance within a factor of
two or three of this limit.
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Sample ID
Finesse
Dip Factor
Pout (fiber)
Pout (free space)
Pd (fiber)
Pd (free space)
(fiber)
^ min
(free space)
Table 5.2.1

5.3

R5-1 left arm
15.04
0.197
1.6 mW
1.0 mW
0.3152 mW
0.197 mW
1.450 deg/hr''^
1.833 deg/hr''^

R5-1 right arm
13.42
0.241
1.6 mW
1.0 mW
0.3856 mW
0.241 mW
1.468 deg/hr''^
1.858 deg/hr"^

R9-1
12.75
0.699
1.6 mW
1.0 mW
l.lI84mW
0.699 mW
0.908 deg/hr"^
1.148 deg/hr"^

Comparison of fabricated gyroscope samples and their shot noise limited sensitivity for
different packaging options.

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING GYROSCOPE TECHNOLOGIES
Many applications commonly incorporate gyroscopes for monitoring and

controlling angular motion. Higher sensitivity devices tend to be larger and much more
costly so they are typically limited to aerospace and satellite control type applications.
For these cases, interferometric fiber optic or ring laser gyroscopes are typically
incorporated. Robotics, missile guidance and remote control vehicle applications tend to
require a compact package but have less stringent sensitivity requirements. Integrated
optic, MEMS and mechanical gyroscopes tend to dominate these applications due to their
reduced size and cost with moderate performance. Automotive, industrial,
medical/orthopedic and GPS applications tend to focus mainly on the cost and size of the
device with greatly reduced emphasis on the measurement sensitivity. In these cases,
mechanical or MEMS based gyroscopes are typically employed.
Since the main applications for integrated optic gyroscopes require moderate
performance, it is useful to compare competing technologies. Previously reported
integrated optic gyroscopes based on ion exchange technology have been reported [114]
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Gyroscope Technology

Sensitivity
(deg/hr''^)

Interferometric Fiber
Optic (IFOG)

-0.1

Ring Laser (RLG)

-0.01

Mechanical

-0.01

MEMS

-30

Integrated Optic
(Ion-Exchanged) [114]

-200

Integrated Optic
(silica-on-silicon) [115]

-0.2

Costly fabrication procedure

Improved Integrated
Optic (Ion-Exchanged)

-1

Sensitivity limits application usage for
existing devices

Table 5.3.1

Disadvantages
Long optical fiber, costly,
environmentally sensitive
Gas discharge tube, costly, high voltage
power supply, reliability
Reliability, multiple moving parts
Manufacturing asymmetry issues,
multiple control loops, environmental
limitations
Sensitivity limits application usage for
existing devices

Comparison ofimproved integrated optic gyroscope with existing gyroscope technologies for
typical low cost applications requiring moderate perfomiance.

with sensitivity of-200 deg/hr"^. Previously reported integrated optic gyroscopes based
on silica-on-silicon technology have also been reported [115, 116] with shot noise limited
sensitivity of-0.2 deg/hr''^. Table 5.3.1 shows a comparison in the typical performance
for several different gyroscope technologies designed to have moderate performance.
Clearly the sensitivity and cost issues make mechanical gyroscopes the technology of
choice among the current choices. Mechanical gyroscopes have been optimized to the
point where their cost and performance has little room for improvement. Alternative
technologies are required to make further advancements, resulting in considerable
research into competing technologies. Both MEMS and integrated optic gyroscopes have
potential for significantly reducing the cost of production, but the sensitivity must be
improved further to be competitive. Given that the previously reported ion-exchanged
integrated optic device had a sensitivity of -200 deg/hr"^, an improvement in
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performance by approximately two orders of magnitude has been made. While this is
still an order of magnitude less sensitivity than the typical mechanical gyroscopes that are
the competing technology, there is considerable room for improvement in device
performance. Considering the performance of sample R9-1, the finesse could easily be
improved by a factor of 3 if the design parameters are optimized according to the
theoretical results of chapter 2. The estimated cost of production for these integrated
optic gyroscopes is about one third that of mechanical gyroscopes, so there is clearly a
great deal of market potential for these devices.
5.4

SUGGESTIONS FOR PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Both samples R5-1 and R9-1 appear to be under coupled based on the measured

finesse, dip factor and coupling efficiency for each device. Since the shot noise limited
sensitivity is inversely proportional to the product of the finesse and square root of the
dip factor, a slight drop in finesse with a large increase in dip factor could significantly
improve the sensitivity. Given that the dip factor for sample R9-1 is already at 0.699,
there appears to be limited room for improvement in the sensitivity by increasing the
coupling of the ring resonator.
Bend losses have been shown to have a considerable effect as the single mode
waveguide moves farther and farther from the cutoff for single mode operation. The next
logical step to improve device performance is then to increase the ion exchange, decrease
the burial time, or a combination of the two to increase the mode field confinement.
Increasing the ion exchange time improves the mode field confinement by increasing the
effective index of the waveguides. By keeping the same burial time the waveguides will
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anneal by the same amount, resulting in a slight reduction in the mode field diameter and
a much larger reduction in bend and propagation losses due to the extra confinement.
Reducing the burial time will result in a smaller mode to produce a higher
effective index. There are two disadvantages to this approach. First, a shorter burial time
will result in a waveguide that is much closer to the surface so surface interaction losses
will increase the propagation loss of the ring resonator. The reduced burial depth will
also increase the tolerance requirements on polishing the end facets of the wafer to
produce fewer defects near the surface. Second, the smaller mode creates more of a
mismatch with the mode of a single mode fiber, thereby increasing coupling losses into
and out of the waveguide. The result is a reduction of the power on the detector Pd so
this is equivalent to a reduction in dip factor of the resonance. Similarly, for a free space
coupled device, the tolerance requirement for coupling will be greatly increased to
minimize coupling losses, requiring better control of the waveguide positioning and
higher power lenses that tend to have more aberrations for the same quality optical
component. While the effect of increased aberrations tends to be small, the increased
tolerance requirement on positioning can cause significant effects on the cost of
production.
A combination of the two approaches seems likely to produce the greatest
improvement in device performance. From the bend loss modeling, a reduction in burial
time from 4 hours to 2 hours reduces the bend loss by approximately a factor of 4.
Realistically, the optimum burial time would be the point where bend losses have
negligible effect on the device performance. At that point, the ion exchange time should
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be increased to the point where the effective index of the waveguide is just below the
single mode cutoff. The result of these optimized parameters would be the lowest
possible propagation loss and highest device sensitivity for a given processing technique.
If fiarther increases in sensitivity are required beyond this limit, other sources of
loss must be reduced. Examples of such losses are: contamination of the surface during
processing, waveguide errors created during the lithography process, stress induced
losses due to K^-Na^ ion exchange from potassium ions in the glass, or absorption losses
of the bulk glass. Incorporating industrial fabrication techniques of the semiconductor
industry can easily optimize contamination and lithography-based losses. Reducing the
absorption loss of the glass can be quite a difficult materials science problem but with
increased demand, the choices for low loss glass materials will likely increase. Finally,
incorporating K"^ ions into the modeling process can be a significant undertaking, but
experimental testing of adding KNO3 to the salt melt for both the ion exchange and burial
should be reasonable. The addition of KNO3 to the salt melt could provide sufficient
improvement of the stress losses to achieve considerable performance improvement.
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6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Integrated optic ring resonators have many important applications as filter and
sensing devices. Ion-exchanged waveguide technology provides a relatively simple and
inexpensive method for creating high performance ring resonator devices. This
combination of cost and performance make ion-exchanged ring resonators an attractive
alternative to many existing technologies. Previously reported integrated optic ring
resonators have been limited either in their performance or due to expensive fabrication
costs. Significant improvement in the performance of ion-exchanged ring resonators has
been made allowing them to be competitive with high performance integrated optic
devices for applications that utilize waveguides with small An.
The theoretical analysis of SAR and DAR devices showed that optimum
performance of the two formats is achieved under different conditions. For a SAR
device, the basic optimization principle is to equalize the total propagation loss in the ring
and the coupling efficiency of the directional coupler. When both parameters are equal,
the dip factor of the device is maximized to a value of one. For a DAR device, the only
way to produce a dip factor of one is to have a loss less device with coupling efficiency
approaching zero. This amounts to a fundamental difference in device performance since
reducing the coupling of an over coupled SAR results in an increase in both the finesse
and dip factor, whereas reducing the coupling of any DAR always results in an increase
in finesse and decrease in dip factor. The differences are important design considerations
for producing optimized SAR and DAR devices.
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The theoretical model for analyzing the properties of ion-exchanged waveguides
in ring resonator devices in chapter 2 provides a unified analysis of these devices that is
not readily found in the literature. Experimental measurements of the buried waveguide
refractive index profile show excellent agreement with the theoretically predicted
waveguide depth and approximate form. Differences between the theoretical and
experimental index profiles are likely due to multi-ion effects of

in the glass that were

not considered in the theoretical model. Bend losses of the ion-exchanged ring resonator
waveguides were analyzed for various fabrication conditions. Bend loss of single mode
waveguides increases as the waveguide diameter expands with increasing burial time,
suggesting that the propagation loss may be reduced with shorter burial times. Bend loss
decreases as the mode field confinement of the waveguide is increased with longer ion
exchange times. Optimum ring resonator performance will therefore be achieved by
minimizing the combined surface interaction loss and bend loss of the buried waveguide
at the cutoff for single mode operation.
A fabrication technique for producing low loss, buried ion-exchanged waveguides
was developed for Schott IOG-10 glass. The best performing devices represent a
significant improvement in device performance over similar ion-exchanged ring
resonators that were previously reported. Differences between theoretical and
experimental waveguide index profiles indicate that

ions in the glass may play a

significant role in waveguide formation during the ion exchange process. Further
improvements in device performance may therefore be made by either removing K"^ ions
from the glass or adding K"^ ions to the salt mixture to balance K"^ ion flow.
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A waveguide birefringence measurement technique was developed for ring
resonator devices. The extreme sensitivity of ring resonators to the effective index of the
ring waveguide results in a measurable shift in resonant performance between TE and
TM polarizations for birefringent waveguides. The sensitivity of 1x10'® for a
birefringence measurement is comparable to more elaborate birefringence measurement
techniques. In addition, the ring resonator based birefringence measurement is non
destructive and much simpler to implement. The extreme birefringence sensitivity of
ion-exchanged ring resonators suggests that there are potential applications for these
devices as high sensitivity accelerometers.
The ion-exchanged gyroscopes that were fabricated show an improvement of two
orders of magnitude in theoretical shot noise limited rotational sensitivity over previously
reported ion-exchanged gyroscopes. The improvement in sensitivity makes integrated
optic gyroscopes competitive with mechanical and MEMS based gyroscopes for low cost,
moderate performance applications. Experimental results from SAR samples suggest that
the performance of DAR gyroscopes can be improved by an additional factor of two to
three with further optimization of the fabrication procedure.
Further improvement to SAR and DAR device performance can be realized by
reducing the ion-exchanged waveguide propagation and bend loss. This will most easily
be accomplished through a combination of increasing the ion exchange time to a point
just below the single mode operation cutoff for maximum mode field confinement, and
by reducing the burial time such that surface interaction and bend losses are minimized.
Multimode performance has been observed for 30-minute ion exchange times in 10%
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AgNOs and 4-hour burial times. This suggests the single mode operation cutoff is close
to 25 minutes for these parameters. Reduced burial times however require shorter ion
exchange times to reach the single mode cutoff so the optimum configuration may
require an ion exchange time of 20 minutes or less.
Additional performance improvement may also be possible through the
introduction of KNO3 to the ion exchange salt melt. By balancing the incoming and
outgoing flow of

ions in the glass, stresses in the glass may be reduced, thereby both

improving the propagation loss of the waveguides and the rigidity of the glass.
Combining all of these suggestions for improvement with an industrial fabrication
environment should easily produce ion-exchanged ring resonator sensor devices that are
competitive on both a cost and performance basis with conventional devices.
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APPENDIX A. INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR THEORETICAL
MODELING SOFTWARE
Several software programs were developed using Matlab for the theoretical
analysis of SAR and DAR device performance with different fabrication conditions, and
to evaluate the experimental devices. These programs were combined using a graphical
user interface (GUI) into two Matlab programs using the "guide" function in Matlab.
The following discussion will address how each program flinctions and the important
design variables.
Theoretical modeling was performed using the IXsim.m program. The following
files must be placed in the same directory as IXsim.m for complete performance:
IXsim.fig, anneal.m, fieldburial.m, thermal5.m, and tri.m. The IXsim.m program acts as
a global program that integrates each of the above programs as subroutines, along with
custom mode solving and bend loss calculation routines. Fig. A.l shows the interface
used in IXsim. All fianctional subroutines are accessed via the buttons on the left of the
window. Most variables are given by the drop down menus and text boxes on the right
side of the window. Some variables that are infrequently modified must be changed from
within the source code itself and will be addressed individually for each subroutine.
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GUI program IXSim.m used for theoretical modeling of ion-exchanged ring resonators.
Functions are listed as buttons on the left with variables on the right and output plots at the
bottom.

Ion Exchange Subroutine: Simulates the initial ion exchange that produces a
surface waveguide. Required variables; AgNOa Concentration (%), Temperature (C), IX
Time (minutes), and Output Filename Prefix. Source code modifiable variables: width
(mask opening width in meters), xdim and ydim (size of window in pixels), delx and dely
(separation between pixels in meters), delt (time step of the simulation in seconds).

Output results: plots of ion-exchanged concentration profile and cross section at x=0,
concentration data file given by Output Filename Prefix. Typical values for each of the
source code variables are width=3.0e-6, xdim=ydim=101-201, delx=dely^0.1e-6, delt=l.
Instability in the simulation can result if delt is set too high or the window resolution
parameters are set too low.
Field Assisted Burial Subroutine: Buries the surface waveguide created during
the ion exchange process or continues burial of a previous arbitrary concentration file.
Required variables: Applied Voltage, Burial Time (minutes). Input Filename Prefix, and
Output Filename Prefix. Source code modifiable variables: thickness (sample thickness
in microns), delt (time step in seconds). Output results: contour plots of the buried
waveguide concentration profile, concentration data file given by Output Filename
Prefix. Typical values for each of the source code variables are thickness=2500 for a 2.5
mm thick sample and delt=10. Once again, instability can result if delt is set too high, or
the voltage is not large enough to produce a measurable change in the profile between
steps.
Thermal Anneal Subroutine: Performs a thermal anneal of the waveguide
concentration profile of any arbitrary concentration file. Required variables:
Temperature (C), Anneal Time (minutes). Input Filename Prefix, and Output Filename
Prefix. Source code modifiable variables: delt (time step in seconds). Output results:
contour and pcolor plots of the annealed waveguide concentration profile, concentration
data file given by Output Filename Prefix. Typical value for delt=10. Instability can
result if delt is set too high.
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Convert File to RSoft Format Subroutine: Converts an arbitrary concentration
file into a format that is readable by RSoft Inc.'s BeamPROP. Required variables;
AgNOa Concentration (%), Input Filename Prefix, and Output Filename Prefix. Source
code modifiable variables: none. Output results: text file giving the change in refractive
index at each point in the waveguide profile that is readable by BeamPROP.
Solve Modes Subroutine: Solves the TE and TM mode profiles for an arbitrary
concentration file, calculates the effective indices of both straight and bend waveguide
modes, and solves the bend loss for a ring resonator. Required variables: AgNOs
Concentration (%), Input Filename Prefix, and Output Filename Prefix. Source code
modifiable variables: lambda (wavelength in microns), alpha (absorption coefficient
microns"'), ns (substrate index), R (ring radius in microns), air thick (thickness of air
layer in microns), bottom thick (thickness of glass added to bottom of window),
side_thick (thickness of glass added to sides of window). Output results: text file given
by Output Filename Prefix with the number of modes, refractive indices, bend loss,
birefringence, and surface interaction of a the concentration data file. Typical values for
each of the source code variables are: lambda=1.55, alpha=0, ns=1.507, R=14000,
air_thick=l, bottom_thick=5, side_thick=5. Adding glass to the bottom and sides of the
simulation is often necessary to reduce uncertainty if the buried waveguide extends close
to the sides of the simulation window.
Push Button Subroutine: Additional subroutine option for fiature expansion of the
program capabilities. Currently used to perform loops of various ion exchange or burial
parameters.
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GUI program lonex.m used for analyzing the performance of fabricated ion-exchanged ring
resonators. Functions are listed as buttons with variables controlled by the text boxes.

In the current form of the program, the TE Polarization and TM Polarization radio
buttons are not used, but may be incorporated in the future to solve for whichever mode
is desired in the Solve Modes subroutine.
Analysis of fabricated device performance was done using the Matlab program
lonex.m. Fig. A.2 shows the interface used in lonex.m. Once again, each subroutine is
represented by a push button and variables are controlled with text boxes. Most of the
subroutines are designed to act upon mode profile images taken with the IR CCD camera
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in the experimental setup of Fig. 3.2.1. The only exception is the Calculate Finesse
subroutine, which is designed to act upon resonant output data files. A summary of the
functional operation of each subroutine is presented as follows.
Load Image for Processing Subroutine: Loads the image file given by the Test
Image Filename text box into memory. Standard image types are accepted and
automatically recognized based on the filename extension such as .jpg and .bmp.
Load Background Image Subroutine: Loads the background image file given by
the Background Image text box into memory for removal from the Test Image.
Calculate Background Subroutine: An alternative to loading a background image
file is to calculate the background of the Test Image directly by averaging the pixels
around the edge of the image.
Remove Background Subroutine: Subtracts the Background Image from the Test
Image pixel by pixel, or subtracts the previously calculated background from the Test
Image at each pixel.
Plot Image Subroutine: Plots the Image File currently in memory. This function
works regardless of whether or not any background subtraction was performed.
Calculate Beam Size Subroutine: Determines the coordinates of the centroid
within the Image File by summing all the pixels row-by-row and column-by-column.
The centroid is located at the maximum integrated row and column. The beam size is
then calculated by locating the 1/e^ points of maximum irradiance and converted from
pixels dimensions to microns.
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Plot Cross Sections Subroutine: Uses the centroid coordinates calculated in the
Calculate Beam Size subroutine to plot cross-sectional profiles along the x and y
directions of the Image File.
Save Image File Subroutine: Saves the Image File currently in memory as a new
file given by the Output Image Filename.
Compute Overlap Integral Subroutine: Loads two images into memory given by
Overlap Integral Filename 1 and Overlap Integral Filename 2, then computes the overlap
integral between the two images.
Calculate Finesse Subroutine: Loads the resonance file given by Finesse
Filename into memory, then determines the location of each resonance minimum. The
FWHM is calculated as the width on either side of each minimum corresponding to the
half maximum points between on and off resonance values. The finesse is then
calculated as the ratio of the separation between resonant dips to the FWHM. The source
code variable "cutoff must be chosen as a suitable fraction of the ratio of global
maximum to global minimum signals such that each resonant minimum is located below
this cutoff. The output of this subroutine is two plots showing the resonance image and
the local free spectral range at each dip in the resonance file; and an output file of the free
spectral range values.
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF DIRECTIONAL COUPLER TEST
STRUCTURE COUPLING EFFICIENCY
The coupling efficiency of the test structure shown in Fig. B.l is a function of the
various losses in the coupler. Four simple measurements are sufficient for determining

1

l-K
TT
JPv

Fig. B.l

Typical directional coupler test structure. The coupling efficiency K depends on the
separation of the waveguides at their point of closest approach.

the coupling efficiency (K). The various losses in the coupler are defined as follows:
hiput/Output Coupling Losses: La, Lc2, Lc3, Lc4,
Propagation Loss: Lp=e'^,
Bend Loss: Lb.
The input/output coupling losses encompass all losses due to fiber coupling with the
waveguide, or losses in the output coupling optics. The propagation loss is defined for
the total length L(cm) of the test structure with loss coefficient a(dB/cm). The bend loss
Lb is the amount of excess loss of the curved section produced over half the bend. The
steady state input/output equations (Iin,out) for input irradiance L are then given by the
product of these losses:
^1,3
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Dividing Eq. B.l by Eq. B.2 and Eq. B.4 by Eq. B.3 the result is:
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Taking the product of Eq. B.5 and Eq. B.6 leaves only K terms, which may be solved to
get:

K = 1+ 1^,3^4
^1,4

fB.7)
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APPENDIX C. DERIVATION OF SHOT NOISE LIMITED
SENSITIVITY
The shot noise limited sensitivity of a free space passive ring resonator gyroscope
of diameter D has been analyzed by Ezekiel and Balsamo [7] and Sanders et al. [117],
The minimum detectable rotation rate

in the shot noise limit is given by:
UnP'^

(CA)

V 4^ y

Here A, is the wavelength of light, n is the index of refraction of the waveguide, P=7iD is
the perimeter of the ring, A=7tD^/4 is the area of the ring and <^is the uncertainty in
measuring the relative frequency shift due to the Sagnac effect. The frequency shift is
then given by;

(C.2)

where /"is the FWHM of the ring resonator resonant dip, Nph is the number of photons at
the detector, rjo is the detector quantum efficiency, and B is the detection bandwidth.
Substituting Eq. C.2 into Eq. C.3,

is:

a mm =

fC.3)

V 4A y

The finesse ( F ) of the ring resonator is the ratio of the free spectral range to the FWHM
or;
F=

r

nPT

rc,4>
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Solving Eq. C.4 for /"and substituting Eq. C.4 into Eq. C.3, then expanding the area of
the ring (A), the shot noise limited minimum detectable rotation rate is:
cX

(C.5)

ttd^f

The number of photons at the detector, Nph can be expressed in terms of the power at the
detector Pd, detector responsivity

and electronic charge e as:
P

(C.6)

Combining Eq. C.5 and Eq. C.6, the shot noise limited sensitivity of a ring resonator
gyroscope is:
i

cA

2e
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